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We show that the resolvent kernel of an elliptic b-pseudodifferential operator on
a compact manifold with corners (of arbitrary codimension) is a polyhomogeneous,
or classical, function on a certain manifold with corners. The singularities of the
resolvent kernel are shown to localize near the diagonal as the resolvent parameter
goes to infinity. Explicit descriptions of the expansions, including logarithmic terms,
are given. In particular, the asymptotics of the resolvent restricted to the diagonal
follows as a corollary. Applications to the asymptotic behavior of the heat kernel
and to the analysis of the poles of complex powers are also given.  2001 Academic
Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study various classes of b-pseudodifferential operators
on a compact manifold with corners X (of arbitrary codimension) that
depend on a parameter * # C. The algebra of b-pseudodifferential operators
is a natural extension of the usual pseudodifferential operators on closed
manifolds to manifolds with cylindrical ends. In particular, if X has no
boundary, then these operators reduce to the usual pseudodifferential
operators. The systematic study of parameter dependent pseudodifferential
operators was initiated by Agmon, cf. [1, 2], and further developed by
Seeley [15] in the context of pseudodifferential operators on closed
manifolds. They have also been used in the case of elliptic and pseudodif-
ferential boundary problems [17, 16, 6]. The purpose of studying such
classes of operators is to provide a natural framework in which the
diagonal asymptotics of the resolvent, as in (1) below, can be more readily
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investigated. For example, in [7], a class of ‘‘weakly parametric’’ operators
were used to study the resolvent of a Dirac-type operator with APS
boundary conditions.
Let A be a classical, elliptic pseudodifferential operator of order m # N+
on a closed compact manifold X. Assume that the principal symbol of A
never takes values in some closed sector (a closed angle with vertex at the
origin) 4C. Then, the resolvent (A&*)&1 exists for sufficiently large
* # 4 and for each such *, is a pseudodifferential operator of order &m. In
particular, if we choose N # N such that &Nm<&n, where n=dim X,
then for fixed *, we can restrict the Schwartz kernel of (A&*)&N on X 2,
to the diagonal 2X 2 : (A&*)&N|2 # C(X, 0). Here, 0 is the density
bundle on X, and we identify 2=[(x, x) | x # X] with X. Moreover, as
|*|   in 4 we have, cf. [7],
(A&*)&N|2t :

k=0
*(n&k)m&N:k(x)+ :

k=0
*&k&N log * :$k(x)
+ :

k=0
*&k&N:"k(x), where :k , :$k , :"k # C(X, 0). (1)
This expansion can be used to analyze the poles of the zeta function,
Tr(A&z), of A [8]. The zeta function can then be used to obtain index for-
mulas [3]. One can also use the asymptotic behavior of (A&*)&N|2 to
analyze the asymptotics of the spectral function [2].
Let A be a classical, elliptic b-pseudodifferential operator of order
m # R+ on an arbitrary compact manifold with corners. Then our
parameter dependent spaces will be used to show that if 4C is a sector
such that the principal symbol of A never takes values in it, then for any
N # N, (A&*)&N exists for all * # 4 sufficiently large and is a b-pseudodif-
ferential operator of order &Nm. Moreover, we will prove that its
Schwartz kernel not only has an asymptotic expansion when restricted to
the diagonal as in (1), but also that it has uniform expansions near the
diagonal. In fact, the singularities the are shown to localize near the
diagonal as the resolvent parameter * goes to infinity, as explained in the
following paragraphs. The procedure to prove this is both geometric and
constructive.
The general idea is as follows. Since A is a b-pseudodifferential operator
of order m, to study the resolvent for large *, we will instead analyze the
following operator: RN(+) :=(A&*)&N, where *=1+m. Note that the
kernel of RN(+) is a distribution on X 2 depending on the parameter + # 4 ,
where 4 =[+ | 1+m # 4]; thus, we will consider RN(+) as a distribution liv-
ing on X2_4 . The upper left-hand corner of Fig. 1 gives a representation
of X2_4 in the simple case that X is a 1-dimensional manifold with
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FIG. 1. The map ; : Z  X 2_4 is the composition of the arrows going around. The
hypersurface df in Z comes from the submanifold 2_4 in X 2_4 , fi from 2_[ |+|=0], and
bi from X 2_[ | +|=0].
boundary. The rest of the manifolds in Fig. 1 are blown-up manifolds and
the arrows on the top, bottom, and the right-hand side represent blow-
down maps (a review of blow-ups and their blow-down maps is provided
in Subsection 2.3).
If X is a 1-dimensional manifold with boundary, the manifold with
corners Z at the bottom left-hand corner is constructed as follows. First,
the manifold with corners Z1 is constructed by blowing up the manifold
X_X_4 in X2_4 . One can think of ‘‘blowing up’’ a submanifold as the
process of carving out a spherical area around the submanifold. This can
be seen in blowing up X_X_4 in X 2_4 . In the blown-up space Z1 ,
the manifold 2_[ |+|=0] becomes the manifold Y1 . Blowing up the
manifold Y1 in Z1 constructs the manifold with corners Z2 . In this space,
the manifold 2_4 becomes the manifold Y2 . Finally, the manifold with
corners Z is constructed by blowing up the manifold Y2 in Z2 , which in the
case that X is 1-dimensional, just has the effect of separating Z2 at the sub-
manifold Y2 . The general procedure to construct Z for any manifold with
corners X is similar (see Subsection 4.1).
We show that for any N # N, the distributional kernel of RN (+) lifted
under ; to Z, ;*RN (+), can be realized as a polyhomogeneous function on
the space Z (Theorem 5.52).1 That is ;*RN(+) is smooth on the interior of
Z and has expansions at each of the faces df, fi, and bi of Z. Moreover, any
b-pseudodifferential factor of arbitrary real order can be allowed. At the
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1 Note that the kernel is a priori only a distribution, we show that it can in fact, be
described as a polyhomogeneous function.
face bi, the kernel ;*RN(+) has no log terms in its asymptotic expansion,
while at both the boundary faces df and fi, it does pick up log terms in its
expansions to these faces. We also reproduce an expansion similar to (1):
if B a classical, b-pseudodifferential operator of order m$ # R, then
B(A&*)&N |2t :

k=0
*(n+m$&k)m&N :k (x)
+ :
k, (k&m$&n)m # N0
*(n+m$&k)m&N log *: $k (x)
+ :

k=0
*&k&N :"k (x), where :k , : $k , :"k # C (X, 0b ). (2)
Here, 0b is the b-density bundle on X. This result extends the result of [7,
Theorem 2.7] to operators of real order rather than just of integer order. The
main applications of this result are complete descriptions of the poles of the
complex power and the small time asymptotic behavior of the heat kernel.
A simpler result holds for b-differential operators (see Theorem 5.53).
Here, ;*RN(+) vanishes to infinite order at the face bi, and has no log
terms in its expansion to the face fi. (In its expansion to df, the same log
terms occur as for the resolvent of b-pseudodifferential operators.) Also, in
the case that A and B are b-differential operators, the expansion (2) now
takes the form:
B(A&*)&N|2 t :

k=0
*(n+m$&k)m&N:k(x), where :k # C(X, 0b).
A review of the b-calculus is provided in Section 2. In Section 3, we
introduce various classes of parameter dependent operators. We show that
the resolvent of an elliptic b-pseudodifferential operator is such a parameter
dependent operator. In Section 4, we introduce the manifold with corners
Z and show how the Schwartz kernels of parameter dependent operators,
when lifted to it, are just polyhomogeneous functions. The polyhomo-
geneity of the resolvent (with a b-pseudodifferential factor) then follows. In
Subsection 4.2, we give an example showing explicitly how the resolvent of the
b-Laplacian on [0, ) is polyhomogeneous on Z. In Section 5, we present
various applications.
2. B-PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
The main references for this section are [14], [13], [12], [11], and
[10]. We denote [0, 1, 2, ...]=N0 and [1, 2, ...]=N.
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2.1. Manifolds with Corners and the b-Category
An n dimensional manifold with corners is a set X together with a set of
functions C(X) on X (called the C structure of X) such that there exists
a smooth n dimensional manifold without boundary X and an injection
@ : X/X with C(X)=@*(C(X )) (henceforth, we will consider XX ),
such that there exists a finite set of smooth functions [\i] ri=1 C
(X )
having the property that 1. X=[ p # X | \i ( p)0 for all i]; 2. for each i,
[\i=0] is connected; 3. if p # X and \ij ( p)=0 for some 1i1< } } } <ikr,
then [(d\ij)( p) | j=1, ..., k] is a set of independent differentials. For each
i=1, ..., r, the subset Hi :=[\i=0]X is called a boundary hypersurface of X
and \i is called a boundary defining function for Hi .
The model non-compact manifold with corners is a product of lines and
halflines: Rn, k :=[0, )kx_R
n&k
y , where 0kn. Here, we may choose
C(Rn, k) to be the restriction of C(Rn) to Rn, k, Rn, k
t
=Rn, and [\i]=
[xi]ki=1 . The model compact manifold with corners is S
n&1, k :=Sn&1 &
Rn, k. Thus, in short, a manifold with corners is a topological space locally
modeled by Rn, k for various 0kn, such that it has only finitely many
boundary hypersurfaces, each of which, is an embedded submanifold.
Examples of manifolds with corners include closed manifolds, manifolds
with boundaries, and finitely many products of manifolds with boundaries.
By the definition above, it follows that each boundary hypersurface H i ,
is itself a manifold with corners and that if X is compact, then near H i ,
there exists a local diffeomorphism X$[0, 1)_Hi . The set of boundary
hypersurfaces is denoted by M1(X). The connected components of the
intersection of k boundary hypersurfaces are each called a codimension k
boundary face. The collection of such faces is denoted by Mk(X). A total
boundary defining function for X is a function of the form \=>ri=1 \i .
A subset YX is said to be an l dimensional p-submanifold (p for
‘‘product’’) if Y is embedded in X in the following sense: for each y # Y,
there exists a coordinate patch Rl, k_R j, i on X centered at y such that
Y$Rl, k_[0]; Y is said to be an interior p-submanifold if on any such
coordinate patch, i=0.
The smooth vector fields on X is denoted by V(X)=C(X, TX). The
intrinsic subspace of vector fields on X are those vector fields which
are tangent to the boundary of X. These are called the b-vector fields on X
(b for ‘‘boundary’’), Vb(X):
Vb(X) :=[v # V(X) | v is tangent to each H # M1(X)].
These are intrinsic to X in the sense that on the boundary of X, they never
point ‘‘outward.’’ For example, consider the model manifold Rn, k=
[0, )kx_R
n&k
y . Observe that a vector field of the form a(x, y) xi is
tangent to each hypersurface [xj=0] with j{i, and is tangent to [xi=0]
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iff a(x, y) vanishes at xi=0. Thus, a basis for Vb(Rn, k) is given by
[x1 x1 , ..., xk xk , y1 , ..., yn&k]. The fundamental properties of b-vector
fields are that they form a Lie Algebra: if v, w # Vb(X), then [v, w] # Vb(X);
and that they can be realized as the sections of a vector bundle bTX over
X, called the b-tangent bundle. If p # X, then the fibre of bTX at p is
bTp X :=Vb(X)(Ip(X) } Vb(X)),
where Ip(X)C (X) is the space of smooth functions which vanish at p,
and Ip(X) } Vb(X) consists of finite sums of products of an element of Ip(X)
and Vb(X). Consider the model manifold Rn, k=[0, )kx_R
n&k
y . Then, as
[x1 x1 , ..., xk xk , y1 , ..., yn&k] is a basis for Vb(R
n, k), it follows that at any
p # Rn, k, [[x1 x1], ..., [xk xk], [y1], ..., [yn&k]], where [ ] denotes equiv-
alence class in Vb(R
n, k)(Ip(Rn, k) } Vb(Rn, k)), form a basis for bTpRn, k.
Thus, bTX is an n dimensional vector bundle over X. The b-cotangent
bundle is the dual bundle bT*X :=(bTX)*.
If : # R, the b-alpha density bundle, 0:bX, is the line bundle whose
smooth sections are of the form \&:f+:, where f is a smooth function and
+ is a smooth, non-vanishing density. Thus, locally in a coordinate patch
Rn, k, a b-alpha density u is of the form u= f (x, y) |(dx1x1) } } }
(dxk xk) dy|:, where f (x, y) is smooth.
2.2. Conormal Functions
Henceforth, X will always be compact with corners. The space of smooth
functions which vanish to infinite order at the boundary of X is denoted by
C4 (X). The space of (extendible) distributions on X, C&(X), is the
topological dual space of C4 (X, 0b): C &(X) :=(C4 (X, 0b))*.
The space of m-th order b-differential operators, Diff mb (X), is the space of
operators
Diff mb (X) :=span0km Vb(X)
k,
where the span is over C(X). Thus, an operator P # Diff mb (X) locally on
a model Rn, k=[0, )kx_R
n&k
y has the form
P= :
|:|+|;|m
a:, ;(x, y)(x x): ;y , where a:, ;(x, y) are smooth.
The symbols of order 0, S0(X), is the space of those u # C&(X) such that
Diffb*(X) uL(X). By the Sobolev Lemma, symbols are smooth on the
interior of X; it’s only at the boundary of X where they may be singular.
For example, u(x)=cos(log x) # S 0([0, 1)). Note that u(x) is not even con-
tinuous at x=0, but yet, it and all its b-derivatives are bounded. If : is a
multi-index on X (that is, a map : : M1(X)  R, or equivalently, an r-tuple
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(:1 , ..., :r) of real numbers) and \ is a total boundary defining function for
X, then the space of symbols of order :, S:(X), is given by
S:(X) :=\&:S 0(X)=[\&:u | u # S 0(X)],
where \&: :=>ri=1 \
&:i
i . Observe that S
&(X) :=: S:(X)#C4 (X). The
topology on S0(X) is the Fre chet topology generated by [S 0m(X)]m # N0 , where
S0m(X) :=[u # C
&(X) | Diff mb (X) uL
(X)]. The topology on S:(X) is the
one generated by the spaces S:m(X) :=\
&:S 0m(X), m # N0 .
There are two refinements of the symbol spaces that we will present; the
Ho lder differentiable symbols and the polyhomogeneous symbols.
Let H # M1(X) and let ’ be a non-negative real number. Then a symbol
u # S 0(X) is said to be ’-Ho lder differentiable at H, if for any product
decomposition X$[0, 1)x _Hy of X near H, if we write u=u(x, y) with
respect to this product decomposition, the function u(x, y) has the form
u(x, y)=u0( y)+xu1( y)+ } } } +xkuk( y)+x’uk+1(x, y), (3)
where 0’&k<1, ui ( y) # S0(H) for each i, and uk+1(x, y) #
S0([0, 1)_H) is such that for any P # Diffb*(X), Puk+1 is continuous up to
H. Roughly speaking, an ’-Ho lder differentiable function has a Taylor
expansion up to order ’. Observe that u(x)=cos(log x) is not ’-Ho lder dif-
ferentiable for any ’0. If v # C ([0, 1)) and ’0, then u(x)=v(x)+x’
cos(x log x) is ’-Ho lder differentiable. Although it looks like the definition
(3) depends on the product decomposition of X near H, it is in fact coor-
dinate independent (the proof is similar to the proof of Proposition A.60 in
the appendix). Let AM1(X) and let ’ be a non-negative multi-index
associated to A; that is, a map ’ : A  [0, ). Then a function u # S0(X)
is said to be an ’-Ho lder differentiable function on A, if for each H # A, u
is ’(H)-Ho lder differentiable at H. The space of such functions is denoted
by S 0, ’A (X).
A (C) index set is a discrete subset EC_N0 satisfying the following
conditions: 1. For each M # R, the set E & ([z # C | Re zM]_N0) is
finite; 2. If (z, k) # E, then (z, l ) # E for all 0lk; 3. If (z, k) # E, then
(z+l, k) # E for all l # N.
We identify a number a # C with the index set [(a+k, 0) | k # N0] and
given two index sets E and F, we define the extended union E _ F as the
index set E _ F _ [(z, k1+k2+1) | (z, k1) # E, (z, k2) # F].
Let : be an index set. Then given H # M1(X), we define the index set :H
on H as follows. If F # M1(H), then FG & H for some G # M1(X). We
define :H(F ) :=:(G). Let E be an index set and let H # M1(X). A function
u # S :(X) is said to have an asymptotic (or classical) expansion at H with
index set E, if for any product decomposition X$[0, 1)x _Hy of X near H,
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the following holds. For each (z, k) # E, there exists a u(z, k) # S:H(H) such
that for each N # N, there exists an M # N with
u(x, y)& :
(z, k) # E, Re zM
xz(log x)k u(z, k)( y) # xNS (0, :H)([0, 1)_H). (4)
We then write ut (z, k) # E xz(log x)k u(z, k) . In the appendix, it is shown
that the expansion (4) is defined independent of the product decomposition
of X near H. Basically, an asymptotic expansion is just a generalized
Taylor series; but instead of allowing just integer powers in an expansion,
we allow complex powers and log terms. We denote the space of all func-
tions having expansions at H with index set E, by AE(X) (where E is
understood to be associated to H). Note that if E=<, then (4) holds for
all N iff u vanishes to infinite order at H. Also, observe that if E=N0 , then
u # AE (X) iff u is smooth up to H. For example, u(x)=sin(x log x) #
S0([0, 1)). By Taylor’s Theorem, sin( y)tj=0 y2j+1(2j+1)! , and so,
u # AE ([0, 1)) with E=[(2j+k, l ) | j # N0 , k # N, 0l2j+1]. If A
M1(X), then an index family associated to A is a set E=[E(H) | H # A],
where each E(H) is an index set. We define AE(X) to be the space of those
functions u such that for each H # A, u has an expansion at H with index
set E(H). If A=M1(X), we denote AE(X) by AEphg(X).
Let Y be compact with corners. Then any index set : on [0, 1)_Y can
be written as a pair :=(a, :Y). The following results, due to Melrose, are
fundamental to prove the existence of expansions. The proofs are given in
the appendix.
Theorem 2.1. A function u # S:([0, 1)x_Y) has an asymptotic expan-
sion at Y with index set E iff for each N # N, there exists an M # N such that
PEM u # x
NS (0, :Y)([0, 1)_Y), (5)
where PEM is the differential operator >(z, k) # E, Re zM(xx&z).
Proposition 2.2. Let u # S ;([0, 1)x _Y) ( for some ;) and let E be an
index set. Suppose that for each N # N, there exists an M # N with
u(x, y)= :
(z, k) # E, Re zM
xz(log x)k u(z, k, N)+uN(x, y), (6)
for some u(z, k, N) # S ;YN (Y) and uN(x, y) # x
NS (0, ;Y)N ([0, 1)_Y). Then u has
an asymptotic expansion at Y with index set E.
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2.3. Blow-ups
Given any p-submanifold ZX, the inward pointing tangent vectors of
Z, T +Z has fibres
T +p Z :={Tp Z, if p # int Z[v # TpZ | d\i (v)0 for all H i # M1(X) with p # Hi],
if p # Z.
Let YX be a closed p-submanifold of X. Then the inward pointing nor-
mals to Y, N+Y, is the space N+Y :=T +XT +Y. We define X blown-up
along Y, [X; Y], as a set, by
[X; Y] :=(N +Y"[0])R+ ? (X"Y). (7)
The set (N +Y"[0])R+ is called the front face of [X; Y] and is denoted
by ff ([X; Y]). The C structure on [X; Y] is taken to be the set of func-
tions on [X; Y] which define smooth functions in any local coordinates in
X"Y, and which also define smooth functions in any local polar coor-
dinates about Y. This abstract definition is actually very easy to describe
in terms of coordinate patches: the charts on [X; Y] are just the local
polar coordinate patches about Y. For example, if X=R2,2=
[0, )x_[0,)x$ and Y=[0], then [R2, 2; [0]]$[0, )r_S1, 2% (recall
that S1, 2=S1 & R2, 2), where r=|(x, x$)| and %=tan&1 (x$x) are polar
coordinates about [0]. See Fig. 2 for a picture of [R2, 2; [0]]. The left
boundary, lb, is where %=?2, the right boundary, rb, is where %=0, and
the front face, ff, is where r=0. The b-diagonal, 2b , is the set where %=?4.
Other useful coordinates are the coordinates (x, z), where z=log(xx$).
These coordinates give the following decomposition:
[R 2, 2;[0]]"[lb, rb]$[0, )x_Rz , where 2b=[0, )x_[0]z . (8)
Projective polar coordinates are also very useful:
[R2, 2;[0]]"[rb]$[0, )x$_[0, )s , where s=xx$. (9)
Here lb, rb, ff, and 2b are the sets where s=0, s =+, x$=0, and s=1
respectively. Reversing the roles of x and x$ give another set of projective
coordinates.
Back to the general case of [X; Y ], the blow-down map ;: [X; Y ]  X
is the map defined as follows: if x # X"Y, then we define ;(x) :=x; if
[v] # (N+p Y"[0])R
+, then we define ;([v]) :=p # Y. For example, in the
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FIG. 2. The manifold [R2, 2; [0]]. The b-stretched product X 2b is a local product of such
manifolds and products of R.
case that X=R2, 2 and Y=[0], ;(r, 0)=(r cos %, r sin %) is the usual polar
coordinates map.
If ZX is a closed subset of X, then the lift of Z into [X; Y ],
;* Z[X; Y ], is defined under the following conditions:
1. if ZY, we define ;*Z :=;&1(Z);
2. if Z=Z"Y, we define ;*Z :=;&1(Y"Z )
For example, if X=R2, 2 and Y=[0], then lb, rb, ff , and 2b shown in
Fig. 2 are the lifts of [0]_[0, ), [0, )_[0], [0], and [x=x$ ] respec-
tively. If Z satisfies either (1) or (2) above, and if in addition, ;*Z is
a p-submanifold of [X; Y ], then [X; Y ] blown-up along ;*Z is defined,
and we denote it by [X; Y; Z ]#[[X; Y ]; ;*Z ].
A family Y=[Y1, ..., YN ] of p-submanifolds of X are said to intersect
normally if their conormal bundles are independent at intersections. For
any such family, the iterated blow-up [X; Yi1 ; ...; YiN] is defined inde-
pendent of the ordering. This manifold is denoted by [X; Y].
b-pseudodifferential operators are associated to the following blown-up
manifold. Let B :=[H_H | H # M1(X)]. Then, as B is a normally inter-
secting family, X 2b :=[X
2; B] is defined. The b-diagonal is the p-sub-
manifold 2b :=;*(2), where 2 is the diagonal in X 2. Given H # M1(X), we
define
lb(H) :=;*(H_X); rb(H) :=;*(X_H); ff (H) :=;*(H_H).
Also, we define lb :=i lb(Hi), rb :=i rb(Hi), and ff :=i ff (Hi). We
now consider X 2b locally. Thus, let R
n, k=[0, )kx_R
n&k
y be a coordinate
patch on X. Then, locally, X2$R2, 2(x1, x$1) _ } } } _R
2, 2
(xk , x$k)
_Rn&ky _R
n&k
y$ ,
where (x$, y$) are the coordinates on the right factor of (Rn, k)2. If Hi is the
hypersurface [xi=0]Rn, k, then Hi_Hi $[xi , x$i=0]. Thus, it follows
that locally
X2b $[R
2, 2; [0]]_ } } } _[R2, 2; [0]]
k times
_Rn&ky _R
n&k
y$ .
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Thus, X 2b is a local product of the manifold in Fig. 2 and products of R.
Observe that by (8), coordinates on X 2b , away from lb and rb, are given by
X2b $R
n, k
(x, y) _R
n
z , where z=(log(x1x$1), ..., log(xk x$k), y& y$). (10)
Moreover, in these coordinates, 2b $Rn, k_[0].
2.4. b-Pseudodifferential Operators
For each m # R, the space of b-pseudodifferential operators of order m is
the space of distributional kernels
9 mb (X, 0
12
b ) :=[A # I
m(X 2b , 2b , 0
12
b ) | A#0 at lb _ rb].
2 (11)
Here, I m(X 2b , 2b , 0
12
b ) is the space of distributional b-half densities on X
2
b
which are conormal to 2b of degree m. The space of one-step b-pseudodif-
ferential operators of order m, 9 mb, os(X, 0
12
b ) the subspace of 9
m
b (X, 0
12
b )
that have classical (one-step) symbols. Locally, these operators are easy to
describe. Thus, let Rn, k(x, y) be a coordinate patch on X. Then by (10),
Rn, k(x, y) _R
n
z , where z=(log(x1 x$1), ..., log(xk x$k), y& y$), is a coordinate
patch on X 2b near 2b , with 2b $R
n, k_[0]z . (Recall that (x$, y$) are the
coordinates on the right factor of (Rn, k)2.) Hence, if A # 9 mb (X, 0
12
b ), then
by definition of Im(X 2b , 2b , 0
12
b ), assuming that A is supported on this
coordinate patch, we can write
A=
1
(2?)n | e
iz } !a(x, y, !) d! } } dxx dy dz }
12
, (12)
where a(x, y, !) is a symbol of order m. The condition that A#0 at lb _ rb
translates to the local model (12) vanishing to exponential order as
zi  \ for any 0ik. We now show how A defines a map on
C4 (X, 012b ). Thus, observe that since z=(log(x1 x$1), ..., log(xk x$k),
y& y$), we can write
1
(2?)n | e
iz } !a(x, y, !) d! } } dxx dy dz }
12
=
1
(2?)n | x
i!$e iy } !"(x$) i!$ e&iy$ } !"a(x, y, !) d! } } dxx dy
dx$
x$
dy$ }
12
,
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2 In general, #0 at a submanifold, means that the Taylor series vanishes at the sub-
manifold.
where !$=(!1 , ..., !k) and !"=(!k+1 , ..., !n). If u # C4 (X, 012b ), Au is
defined as follows. Thus, assuming that u=u(x, y) | dxx dy|
12, where u(x, y)
has support in the coordinate patch Rn, k, we define
Au(x, y) :=
1
(2?)n | x
i!$eiy } !"a(x, y, !) u~ (!) d! } dxx dy }
12
,
where u~ is the Mellin transform in x and the Fourier transform in y of
u(x, y):
u~ (!)=|
Rn, k
x&i!$e&iy } !"u(x, y)
dx
x
dy.
One can check that Au # C4 (X, 012b ).
The (principal) symbol, b_m(A), of A # 9 mb (X, 0
12
b ), is an element of the
quotient space S [m]( bT*X)=S m(bT*X)S m&1( bT*X), where S m( bT*X)
consists of the symbols of order m on bT*X. If A # 9 mb, os(X, 0
12
b ), then
b_m(A) is an element of C hom(m)(
bT*X), the space of smooth functions on
bT*X"[0] which are homogeneous of degree m. A is called elliptic if
b_m(A) is invertible. The symbol map gives a short exact sequence
0/9 m&1b (X, 0
12
b )/9
m
b (X, 0
12
b ) w
b_m S [m]( bT*X)  0;
b_m+m$(A b B)= b_m(A) } b_m$(B) if A # 9 mb (X, 0
12
b ), B # 9
m$
b (X, 0
12
b ).
As mentioned before, 9 mb (X, 0
12
b ) maps continuously on C4
(X, 012b ). It
also maps continuously on C(X, 012b ). We define L
2
b(X, 0
12
b ) to be the
completion of C4 (X, 012b ) with respect to the norm C4
(X, 012b ) %
u [ - X |u|2. For each m # R, we define the Sobolev space of order m by
H mb (X, 0
12
b ) :=[u # C
&(X, 012b ) |9
m
b (X, 0
12
b ) uL
2
b(X, 0
12
b )].
Note that H 0b(X, 0
12
b )#L
2
b(X, 0
12
b ). If A # 9
m
b (X, 0
12
b ), then for any s # R,
A defines a continuous linear map A : H sb(X, 0
12
b )  H
s&m
b (X, 0
12
b ).
If : is a multi-index for X 2b with :| ff0, then we define
9 &, :b (X, 0
12
b ) :=\
:|lb
lb \
:|rb
rb .
=>0
\=lb\
=
rbS
0, :|ff
ff (X
2
b , 0
12
b ), (13)
where \lb and \rb are total boundary defining functions for lb and rb
respectively, and where S 0, :|ffff (X
2
b , 0
12
b ) consists of the :| ff -Ho lder differen-
tiable b-half densities at ff. For any m # R, we define
9 m, :b (X, 0
12
b ) :=9
m
b (X, 0
12
b )+9
&, :
b (X, 0
12
b ).
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Let \ff be a boundary defining function for ff and assume that :| rb+:$| lb
0; that is, :(rb(H))+:$(lb(H))0 for each H # M1(X). Then the following
composition result holds: Provided that :| lb+:$| rb #+#$+:"| ff , where
:"| ff :=min[:| ff +:$| ff ],
\#ff 9
m, :
b (X, 0
12
b ) b \
#$
ff 9
m$, :$
b (X, 0
12
b ) \
#+#$
ff 9
m+m$, :"
b (X, 0
12
b ), (14)
where :"| lb :=min[:| lb , :$| lb+#], :"| rb :=min[:| rb+#$, :$| rb]. These spaces
9b* , * (X, 012b ) form the ‘‘calculus with bounds.’’
Assume that each boundary hypersurface of X has a fixed boundary
defining function. Let M # Ml (X), l # N, and let X$[0, 1) l_M near M,
where the coordinates on [0, 1) l are the fixed boundary defining functions
for the hypersurfaces that define M. Let x1 , ..., xl and x$1 , ..., x$l be the left
and right coordinate functions on ([0, 1) l)2. Then, as X2$([0, 1)2) l_M 2,
it follows that X 2b $([0, 1)2b) l_M 2b , and (x1 , ..., x l , z1 , ..., zl), where zi=
log(x ix$i), define coordinates on the ([0, 1)2b)
l factor of X 2b (cf. (8) and
(10)). Let A # 9 mb (X, 0
12
b ). Then the normal operator of A at M, NM(A), is
the Fourier transform
Cl % { [ NM(A)({) :=(A| ff (M) , e&iz1{1 } } } e&izl {l |dz1 } } } dzl |12) ,
where ( , ) denotes the distributional pairing. (It can also be defined as the
Mellin transform (A| ff (M) , s&i{11 } } } s
&i{l
l |ds1s1 } } } dsl sl|
12) where si=xix$i ,
using projective coordinates.) Observe that NM(A)({) is holomorphic in {.
Consider now NM(A) in local coordinates. Thus, let Rn&l, k&l=[0, )k&lx~ _
Rn&ky , where x~ =(xl+1 , ..., xk), be a coordinate patch on M and let A be given
locally by formula (12). Then, as ff (M)=[x1 , ..., xl=0], omitting the
|dx1x1 } } } dxl xl|12, factor, we have
A| ff (M)=
1
(2?)n | e
iz } !a(0, x~ , y, !) d! } } dx~x~ dy dz }
12
.
Hence, NM(A)({) is given by
NM(A)({)=
1
(2?)n&l | e
iz~ } ! a(0, x~ , y, {, ! ) d! } } dx~x~ dy dz~ }
12
,
where z~ =(zl+1 , ..., zn) and ! =(!l+1 , ..., !n) with !=({, ! ). It follows that
for each {, NM(A)({) # 9 mb (M, 0
12
b ), and moreover, if m=& and the
imaginary part of { is bounded, then NM(A)({) vanishes, with all its
derivatives, to infinite order in 9 &b (M, 0
12
b ) whenever |Re {i |   for
any 1il.
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3. TEMPERED OPERATORS
3.1. Tempered Symbols
In this subsection, we describe our two basic symbol spaces, which are
modified versions of parameter-dependent symbols that are already found
in the literature, cf. [18, 6]. Throughout this paper, 4C will always
denote a (closed) sector of C; that is, an angle of the form
4=[* # C | =1arg (*)=2] for some =1 , =2 . Taking notation from [6],
we define 4 to mean ‘‘ a constant, independent of variables’’,  to mean
‘‘ a constant, independent of variables’’, and =* to mean both 4 and 4 .
Definition 3.3. Let m, p # R, d # R+, and 4C be a sector. Then the
space of tempered symbols, S m, p, d4 (R
n), consists of those functions
a(*, !) # C(4_Rn) satisfying the following estimates: for any : and ;,
|:* 
;
! a(*, !)|4 (1+|*|
1d+|!| ) p&d |:| (1+|!| )m& p& |;|. (15)
Here, the index set : is a pair, :=(:1 , :2), and :* :=
:1
*1
:2*2 , where
*=(*1 , *2)#*1+i*2 are the usual coordinates on C.
Given sectors 4, 4$C, 4 is said to be a proper subsector of 4$ if
4int(4$) _ [0].
Lemma 3.4. Let 44$ be a proper subsector of a sector 4$C. Let
a(!) # S m(Rn), m # R+ be elliptic and suppose that for some r>0, a(!)  4$
for all |!|r. Then for any N # Z and /(!) # C(Rn) with /(!)#0 for
|!|r and /(!)#1 for |!|r+1, we have
/(!)(a(!)&*)N # S Nm, Nm, m4 (R
n).
Proof. If for any N # Z, aN(*, !)=(a(!)&*)N, then since :*aN=
c:aN&|:| for some c: # C, it suffices to prove the estimates (15) assuming
that :=0. The following estimate will be proved by induction on ;:
|;! aN(*, !)|4 (1+|*|+ |!|
m)N (1+|!| )&|;|, |!|r. (16)
Assume that ;=0. Then, since a(!) is elliptic, it follows that there exists an
=>0 such that = |!|m|a(!)| 1= |!|
m for all |!|r. Thus,
|(a(!)&*)N|4 (1+|*|+|!| m)N for all * # 4 and |!|r.
Assume now that (16) is true for ;. Then observe that
!i 
;
! aN=N 
;
![aN&1 } !i a(!)]=N :
|#| |;| \
;
#+ #!aN&1(*, !) } ;&#! !i a(!).
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Applying the induction hypothesis on #!aN&1 and using the fact that a(!)
is a symbol of order m, proves (16) for the induction step. Our lemma now
follows from the estimate (16). K
This lemma suggests that the symbols of resolvents for b-pseudodifferen-
tial operators are captured by these tempered symbols. In the next subsec-
tion we will show that a stronger result holds, cf. Lemma 3.13.
Let 4C be a sector. Then we define Sm(4) to be the space of functions
a(*) # C(4) such that for each :,
|:* a(*)|4 (1+|*| )
m&|:|.
If F is any Fre chet space, the space Sm(4; F) of F valued symbols of
order m on 4 is defined similarly.
The following lemma follows directly from the definition of tempered
symbols.
Lemma 3.5. Let 4C be a sector and d # R+. Then,
1. S m(Rn)S m, p, d4 (R
n) for all m # R and p0;
2. S m, p, d4 (R
n) } S m$, p$, d4 (R
n)S m+m$, p+ p$, d4 (R
n) for any m, m$, p, p$ # R;
3. S m, p, d4 (R
n)S m$, p$, d4 (R
n) if mm$ and p p$;
4. :* 
;
! S
m, p, d
4 (R
n)S m&d |:|&|;|, p&d |:| , d4 (R
n) for any m, p # R and
for any :, ;.
5.
S m, p, d4 (R
n)S pd (4; Sm(Rn)), if p>0;
S m, p, d4 (R
n)S pd (4; Sm& p(Rn)), if p0.
In particular, S &, p, d4 (R
n)#S pd (4, S &(Rn)).
Definition 3.6. Let m # R and d # R+. The space of Strongly tempered
symbols, S m, d4 (R
n), consists of those functions a # C(4_Rn) satisfying the
following estimates: for each :, ;,
|:* 
;
! a(*, !)|4 (1+|*|
1d+|!| )m&d |:|&|;|. (17)
Lemma 3.7. For any m # R and d # R+, S m, d4 (R
n)S m, m, d4 (R
n).
Proof. Observe that for any (*, !),
(1+|*|1d+|!| )m&d |:|&|;|(1+|*|1d+|!| )m&d |:|(1+|!| )&|;|
=(1+|*|1d+|!| )m&d |:|(1+|!| )m&m&|;|.
This estimate, together with (15) and (17), prove the lemma. K
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Definition 3.8. Let m # R and d # R+. The space C , dhom(m)(4_R
n) con-
sists of those functions a(*, !) # C((4_Rn)"[(0, 0)]), such that
a($d*, $!)=$ma(*, !) for all $>0.
For example, if 4 & (&, 0]=[0], m # R and d # N is even, then
a(*, !) :=(*+|!|d)md # C , dhom(m)(4_R
n), (18)
where the principal branch of log is used to define the power function
( )md. Also, if a(!) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m, for any
d # R+, a(!) # C , dhom(m)(4_R
n).
Lemma 3.9. Let m # R and d # R+ and let a(*, !) # C , dhom(m)(4_R
n).
Then for each : and ;,
|:* 
;
! a(*, !)|4 ( |*|
1d+|!| )m&d |:|&|;|. (19)
In particular, if /(*, !) # C(4_Rn) with /(*, !)#0 near (*, !)=0 and
/(*, !)#1 outside a neighborhood of 0, then /(*, !) a(*, !) # S m, d4 (R
n).
Proof. Fix : and ; and define C :=max |*|1d+|!|=1 |:* 
;
! a(*, !)|. Observe
that the homogeneous property a($d*, $!)=$ma(*, !) for all $>0, implies
that (:* 
;
! a)($
d*, $!)=$m&d |:|&|;|(:* 
;
! a)(*, !). Hence,
|:* 
;
! a(*, !)|
= } :* ;! a(( |*| 1d+|!| )d *( |*|1d+|!| ) d , ( |*| 1d+|!| )
!
( |*|1d+|!| ) }
=(|*|1d+|!| )m&d |:|&|;| } :* ;! a \ *( |*| 1d+|!| ) d ,
!
( |*| 1d+|!| )+}
C( |*|1d+|!| )m&d |:| &|;|.
Thus, |:* 
;
! a(*, !)|C( |*|
1d+|!| )m&d |:|&|;|. K
Definition 3.10. Let m # R and d # R+. The space of one-step, strongly
polyhomogeneous symbols, S m, d4, os(R
n), consists of those a(*, !) # S m, d4 (R
n)
such that
a(*, !)t :

j=0
/(*, !) am& j (*, !), (20)
where am& j (*, !) # C , dhom(m& j)(4_R
n), where /(*, !) # C(4_Rn) with
/(*, !)#0 near (*, !)=0 and /(*, !)#1 outside a neighborhood of 0, and
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where the asymptotic sum (20) is in S m, d4 (R
n). Thus, for each N # N, we
have a(*, !)&N&1j=0 /(*, !) am& j (*, !) # S
m&N, d
4 (R
n).
Lemma 3.11. Let a(!) be an elliptic homogeneous polynomial of degree
m # N and suppose that a(!) never takes values in the sector 4 for !{0.
Then for all N # Z,
(a(!)&*)N # C , mhom(Nm)(4_R
n).
In particular, for any /(*, !) # C(4_Rn) with /(*, !)#0 near (*, !)=0
and /(*, !)#1 outside a neighborhood of 0, /(*, !)(a(!)&*)N # S Nm, m4, os (Rn).
This lemma suggests that the symbols of resolvents for b-differential
operators are captured by these strongly tempered symbols.
3.2. Resolvent Tempered Symbols
In the following subsections, we give various refinements of the tempered
symbol spaces S4* , * , *(Rn). Our first refinement are symbols that have
more ‘‘resolventlike’’ behavior. These symbols will capture the local sym-
bols of the resolvents of general elliptic b-pseudodifferential operators.
Define 4cc=[* | * # 4] and set + :=1*=* |*| 2 # 4cc , where * # 4"[0].
Definition 3.12. Let m, p # R and d # R+ with pd # Z. The subspace
S m, p, d4, r (R
n)S m, p, d4 (R
n) of resolvent tempered symbols consists of those
elements a(*, !) # S m, p, d4 (R
n) such that if we define
a~ (+, !) :=+ pda(1+, !)=+ pda(+ |+|2, !),
then a~ (+, !) # C(4cc_Rn) (thus, a~ (+, !) is assumed smooth even at +=0)
and it satisfies the estimates: for any multi-indices : and ; and for R # R+,
for all (+, !) # 4cc_Rn with |+|R,
|:+ 
;
! a~ (+, !)|4 (1+|+| |!|
d) pd&|:| (1+|!| )d |:|+m& p&|;|. (21)
Lemma 3.13. Let 44$ be a proper subsector of a sector 4$C. Let
a(!) # S m(Rn), m # R+ be elliptic and suppose that for some r>0, a(!)  4$
for all |!|r. Then for any N # Z and /(!) # C(Rn) with /(!)#0 for
|!|r and /(!)#1 for |!|r+1, we have
/(!)(a(!)&*)N # S Nm, Nm, m4, r (R
n).
Proof. If aN(*, !)=/(!)(a(!)&*)N, then a~ N(+, !)=/(!)(+a(!)&1)N.
Since a(!)  4$ for all |!|r and /(!)#0 for |!|r, it follows that
a~ N(+, !) # C(4cc_Rn). Since for any :, :+a~ N=c:a(!)
|:|aN&|:| for some
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c: # C, it suffices to prove the estimates (21) assuming that :=0. The
following estimate will be proved by induction on ;:
|;! a~ N(+, !)|4 (1+|+| |!|
m)N (1+|!| )&|;|. (22)
Assume that ;=0. Since a(!) is elliptic, there exists a constant =>0 such
that = |!|m|a(!)| 1= |!|
m for all |!|r. As a~ N(+, !)=/(!)(+a(!)&1)N, it
follows that the estimate (22) holds when ; is 0. Assume now that (22) is
true for ;. Then modulo a term with a factor of !i /(!), which vanishes for
|!| sufficiently large, we have
!i 
;
! a~ N=N
;
![a~ N&1 } +!i a(!)]=N :
|#||;| \
;
#+ #!a~ N&1 } +;&#! !i a(!).
Applying the induction hypothesis on #!a~ N&1 and using the fact that a(!)
is a symbol of order m, proves (22) for the induction step. K
The following lemma is proved using the same line of reasoning used to
prove the usual ‘‘Asymptotic Summation Lemma’’ for the usual symbols.
Lemma 3.14. Given a sequence aj (*, !) # S m& j, p, d4, r (R
n), j # N0 , there
exists an a(*, !) # S m, p, d4, r (R
n) such that for all N # N, a(*, !)&N&1j=0
aj (*, !) # S m&N, p, d4, r (R
n).
3.3. Polyhomogeneous Tempered Symbols
We will now describe a subset S m, p, d4, ros (R
n)S m, p, d4, r (R
n) of one-step,
polyhomogeneous symbols. These symbols will capture the local symbols
of the resolvents of classical b-pseudodifferential operators.
Definition 3.15. Let m, p # R and d # R+ with pd # Z. Then the space
of functions C , p, d4, hom(m)(R
n) consists of those a(*, !) # C(4_(Rn"[0]))
such that
1. a($d*, $!)=$ma(*, !) for all $>0;
2. if we define a~ (+, !) :=+ pda(1+, !)=+ pda(+ |+|2, !), then we have
a~ (+, !|!| ) # C (4cc_Sn&1) (thus, a~ (+, !|!| ) is smooth even at +=0).
For example, the function a(*, !) given in (18) is an element of
C, m, d4, hom(m)(R
n) if md # Z. If m # R, p0, and d # R+ is such that pd # N0 ,
then for any 4, C hom(m)(R
n)C , p, d4, hom(m)(R
n). Finally, if a(!) # C hom(1)(R
n)
is non-negative and if *2  (&, 0) for * # 4"[0], then3 for any m # Z,
a(*, !)=[( |!|2+*2)12+a(!)]m # C , m, 14, hom(m)(R
n).
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3 This example was provided by Gerd Grubb.
Lemma 3.16. Let a(*, !) # C((4"[0])_(Rn"[0])) be such that for some
m, e # R, a($e*, $!)=$ma(*, !) for all $>0 and such that a(*, !|!| ) #
C(4_Sn&1). Then, a(*, !) # C(4_(Rn"[0])) and there exists an =>0
such that if B= [* # C | |*|=],
1. for any ;, (;! a)(*, !|!| ) # C
((4 _ B=)_Sn&1);
2. for any r>0,
a(*, !) # {C
((4 _ B=r e)_[ |!|r]),
C ((4 _ B=r e)_[0<|!|r]),
if e0;
if e<0.
Proof. Since a(*, !|!| ) # C(4_Sn&1), by definition of C(4_Sn&1),
there exists an =>0 such that
a(*, !|!| ) # C((4 _ B=)_Sn&1). (23)
Observe that
a(*, !)=a( |!| e |!|&e *, |!| !|!| )=|!|m a( |!|&e *, !|!| ). (24)
Then (23) and (24) imply property (1). To see (2), observe that (23) and
(24) imply that a(*, !) is smooth in * and ! if |!|&e |*|= and |!|>0; that
is, |*|= |!| e and |!|>0. If e0, this holds when |*|=re and |!|r; and
if e<0, this holds when |*|=re and 0<|!|r. K
Proposition 3.17. Let a(*, !) # C , p, dhom(m)(R
n) where m, p # R and d # R+
with pd # Z. Then,
1. For any : and ;,
|:* 
;
! a(*, !)|4 ( |*|
1d+|!| ) p&d |:| |!| m& p&|;|.
2. If a~ (+, !) :=+ pda(1+, !), then a~ (+, !) # C(4cc_Rn) and for any
: and ;,
|:+ 
;
! a~ (+, !)|4 (1+|+| |!|
d) pd&|:| |!|d |:|+m& p&|;|.
In particular, for any /(!) # C(Rn) with /(!)#0 near !=0 and /(!)#1
outside a neighborhood of 0, we have /(!) a(*, !) # S m, p, d4, r (R
n).
Proof. First observe that a~ (+, !) # C(4cc_(Rn"[0])) by Lemma 3.16.
We will now prove (1). Since a~ (+, !|!| ) # C (4cc_Sn&1), by Lemma 3.16,
(;! a~ )(+, !|!| ) # C
(4cc_Sn&1) for any ;. Thus, if k # N0 and ; are given,
for all |*|1 (that is, |+|1),
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|(* } *)k (;! a)(*, !|!| )|=|(&+ } +)
k (;! +
&pda~ )(+, !|!| )|
4 |+|&pd
. |*| pd.
Hence, as a(*, !|!| ) # C(4_Sn&1),
|(:* 
;
! a)(*, !|!| )|4 (1+|*| )
pd&|:| (25)
for all (*, !) # 4_(Rn"[0]). Since a($d*, $!)=$ma(*, !) for all $>0, we
have (:* 
;
! a)($
d*, $!)=$m&d |:| &|;|(:* 
;
! a)(*, !) for all $>0. This, and
(25), imply that
|:* 
;
! a(*, !)|=|(
:
* 
;
! a)( |!|
d |!| &d *, |!| !|!| )|
=|!|m&d |:| &|;| |(:* 
;
! a)( |!|
&d *, !|!| )|
4 |!|m&d |:| &|;|(1+|!|&d |*| ) pd&|:|
.( |*|+|!|d) pd&|:| |!|m& p&|;|
4 ( |*|1d+|!| ) p&d |:| |!|m& p&|;|.
Exchanging the roles of a and a~ , one can use a similar type argument to
prove (2). K
Definition 3.18. Let m, p # R and d # R+ with pd # Z. The space of
resolvent one-step, polyhomogeneous symbols, S m, p, d4, ros (R
n)S m, p, d4, r (R
n) con-
sists of those elements a(*, !) # S m, p, d4, r (R
n) such that
a(*, !)t :

j=0
/(!) am& j (*, !), (26)
where for each j, am& j (*, !) # C , p, d4, hom(m& j)(R
n), where /(!) # C(Rn) with
/(!)#0 near !=0 and /(!)#1 outside a neighborhood of 0, and where
the asymptotic sum (26) is in the sense of Lemma 3.14.
Observe that by definition, for any /(!) # C(Rn) with /(!)#0 near
!=0 and /(!)#1 outside a neighborhood of 0, we have
/(!) C , p, d4, hom(m)(R
n)S m, p, d4, ros (R
n). (27)
Lemma 3.19. Let a(!) # C hom(m)(R
n), m # R+ be elliptic and suppose that
a(!) never takes values in the sector 4 for !{0. Then for all N # Z,
(a(!)&*)N # C , Nm, m4, hom(Nm)(R
n).
In particular, for any /(!) # C(Rn) with /(!)#0 near !=0 and /(!)#1
outside a neighborhood of 0, /(!)(a(!)&*)N # S Nm, Nm, m4, ros (R
n).
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Proof. If a(*, !) :=(a(!)&*)N, then a($d*, $!)=$Nma(*, !) for all
$>0. Also, if a~ (+, !) :=+Na(1+, !)=(+a(!)&1)N, then since a(!) never
takes values in the sector 4, it follows that a~ (+, !|!| ) # C(4cc _Sn&1).
Hence, by Definition 3.15, a(*, !) # C , Nm, m4, hom(Nm)(R
n). The second statement
follows from the inclusion (27). K
This lemma suggests that the space S &m, &m, m4, ros (R
n) describes the local
symbols for the resolvents of elliptic, one-step, b-pseudodifferential
operators.
Definition 3.20. If m # Z and F is any Fre chet space, S mr (4; F) consists
of those a(*) # C(4, F) that are symbols of order m, a(*) # Sm(4; F), and
are such that +ma(1+), where + # 4cc , is smooth at +=0.
Lemma 3.21. Let 4C be a sector. Then
S &, p, d4, ros (R
n)#S &, p, d4, r (R
n)#S pdr (4, S
&(Rn)).
Proof. Note that S &, p, d4, ros (R
n)#S &, p, d4, r (R
n) by definition. By (5) of
Lemma 3.5, S &, p, d4, ros (R
n)#S &, p, d4, r (Rn)S pdr (4, S&(Rn)). Now given
any multi-index :, we can choose N # N with N| p|+ |:|. Then observe
that given any N$ # N and multi-index ;, for |+| less than a fixed bound,
(1+|!| )&N&N$&|;|4 (1+|+| |!|d) pd&|:|(1+|!| )d |:|&N$& p&|;|.
Thus, an element of S pdr (4, S
&(Rn)) satisfies the estimate (21) for any
m # R. Thus, S pdr (4, S
&(Rn))S &, p, d4, ros (R
n)#S &, p, d4, r (R
n). K
3.4. Tempered Distributions on Manifolds
Let 4C be a sector and let X be compact with corners.
Definition 3.22. Let YX be a closed interior p-submanifold and let
m, p # R and d # R+. The space of tempered conormal distributions to Y of
degree m, p, d, I m, p, d4 (X, Y), consists of those elements u # C
(4; I m(X, Y))
satisfying the following two conditions:
1. Given any , # C c (X"Y), we have ,u # S pd (4; C(X)).
2. Given any coordinate patch R l, ky _R
q
z on X such that Y$R
l, k_[0]
and any compactly supported function , on the coordinate patch, we have
,u=
1
(2?)q | e
iz } !a(*, y, !) d!,
where y [ a(*, y, !) # C(Rl, k; S m$, p, d4 (R
q)), where m$=m&n4+l4.
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If pd # Z, the space of resolvent tempered and resolvent one-step conor-
mal distributions, I4, *
m, p, d (X, Y), where V is r and ros respectively, consists
of those elements u # C(4; Im(X, Y)) satisfying (1) with S pd replaced by
S pdr and satisfying (2) with S
m$, p, d
4 replaced by S
m$, p, d
4, r and S
m$, p, d
4, ros respec-
tively. The space of strongly tempered and strongly tempered one-step con-
ormal distributions, I
*
m, d (X, Y), where V is 4 and 4, os respectively, con-
sists of those elements u # C(4; Im(X, Y)) satisfying (1) with S pd replaced
by S&, and satisfying (2) with S m$, p, d4 replaced by S
m$, d
4 and S
m$, d
4, os respec-
tively.
Remark 3.23. One can check, just as in the definition for the usual
(nonparameter dependent) conormal distributions, that the condition (2)
above is welldefined, independent of the (product) coordinates chosen.
As in the case for b-pseudodifferential operators, cf. (11), we define tem-
pered b-pseudodifferential operators in terms of their Schwartz kernels.
Definition 3.24. Let m, p # R and d # R+. The small calculus of tem-
pered b-pseudodifferential operators of degree m, p, d is the space of kernels
9 m, p, db, 4 (X, 0
12
b ) :=[K # I
m, p, d
4 (X
2
b , 2b , 0
12
b ) | K#0 at lb _ rb].
4
If pd # Z, the small calculus of resolvent tempered and resolvent one-step
b-pseudodifferential operators of degree m, p, d are the space of kernels
9 m, p, db, 4, r (X, 0
12
b ) :=[K # I
m, p, d
4, r (X
2
b , 2b , 0
12
b ) | K#0 at lb _ rb],
9 m, p, db, 4, ros(X, 0
12
b ) :=[K # I
m, p, d
4, ros (X
2
b , 2b , 0
12
b ) | K#0 at lb _ rb].
The small calculus of strongly tempered and strongly tempered, one-step
b-pseudodifferential operators of degree m, d are the space of kernels
9 m, db, 4(X, 0
12
b ) :=[K # I
m, d
4 (X
2
b , 2b , 0
12
b ) | K#0 at lb _ rb],
9 m, db, 4, os(X, 0
12
b ) :=[K # I
m, p, d
4, os (X
2
b , 2b , 0
12
b ) | K#0 at lb _ rb].
Lemma 3.5 implies the following.
Lemma 3.25. Let m, p # R and d # R+. Then,
1. for any m$, p$ # R, 9 m, p, db, 4 (X, 0
12
b )9
m$, p$, d
b, 4 (X, 0
12
b ), provided
mm$ and p p$;
2. for any :, :*9
m, p, d
b, 4 (X, 0
12
b )9
m&d |:| , p&d |:|, d
b, 4 (X, 0
12
b );
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4 Here, #0 at a submanifold means that the Taylor series vanishes at the submanifold.
3.
9 m, p, db, 4 (X, 0
12
b )S
pd (4; 9 mb (X, 0
12
b )), if p>0;
9 m, p, db, 4 (X, 0
12
b )S
pd (4; 9 m& pb (X, 0
12
b )), if p0.
The next theorem follows from property (3) of the previous theorem and
the fact that the small calculus acts continuously on C4 (X, 012b ) and on
C(X, 012b ).
Theorem 3.26. Let m, p # R and d # R+ and let A # 9 m, p, db, 4 (X, 0
12
b ).
Then A defines continuous linear maps
A : C4 (X, 012b )  S
pd (4; C4 (X, 012b ));
A : C(X, 012b )  S
pd (4; C(X, 012b )).
Since 9 m, p, db, 4, r (X, 0
12
b )9
m, p, d
b, 4 (X, 0
12
b ) and, by Lemma 3.7, 9
m, d
b, 4(X, 0
12
b )
9 m, m, db, 4 (X, 0
12
b ), a similar statement holds for this theorem for the resol-
vent, resolvent one-step, strongly tempered, and strongly tempered one-step
spaces.
The following results are proved just like their corresponding results in
the usual non-parameter dependent small calculus.
Theorem 3.27. If m, m$, p, p$ # R and d # R+, then
9 m, p, db, 4 (X, 0
12
b ) b 9
m$, p$, d
b, 4 (X, 0
12
b )9
m+m$, p+ p$, d
b, 4 (X, 0
12
b ).
If pd, p$d # Z, the same statement holds for the resolvent and the resolvent
one-step spaces. If m, m$ # R and d # R+, then
9 m, db, 4(X, 0
12
b ) b 9
m$, d
b, 4 (X, 0
12
b )9
m+m$, d
b, 4 (X, 0
12
b ).
The same result holds for the strongly tempered one-step spaces.
Lemma 3.28. Let m, p # R and d # R+. Then given a sequence Aj #
9 m& j, p, db, 4 (X, 0
12
b ), j # N0 , there exists an A # 9
m, p, d
b, 4 (X, 0
12
b ) such that for
all N # N, A&N&1j=0 Aj # 9
m&N, p, d
b, 4 (X, 0
12
b ); in which case, we write
Atj=0 Aj . If pd # Z, the same statement holds for the resolvent and the
resolvent one-step spaces.
Similarly, given a sequence Aj # 9 m& j, db, 4 (X, 0
12
b ), j # N0 , there exists an
A # 9 m, db, 4(X, 0
12
b ) such that for all N # N, A&
N&1
j=0 Aj # 9
m&N, d
b, 4 (X, 0
12
b );
in which case, we write Atj=0 Aj . The same statement holds for the
strongly tempered one-step spaces.
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3.5. Tempered Calculus with Bounds
In this subsection, we define the tempered calculus with bounds, and will
prove Lemma 3.30, which will in turn, be used to prove that our tempered
operator spaces capture the resolvents of b-pseudodifferential operators, cf.
Theorem 3.33. Let : be a multi-index on X 2b . Let p # R and d # R
+ with
pd # Z. We define (cf. Definitions (13) and (3.20))
9 &, p, d; :b, 4, r (X, 0
12
b ) :=\
:|lb
lb \
:|rb
rb .
=>0
\=lb\
=
rb S
pd
r (4; S
0, :|ff
ff (X
2
b , 0
12
b ));
9 &, p, d; :b, 4 (X, 0
12
b ) :=\
:|lb
lb \
:|rb
rb .
=>0
\=lb\
=
rb S
&(4; S 0, :|ffff (X
2
b , 0
12
b )).
For any m # R, we define
9 m, p, d; :b, 4, r (X, 0
12
b ) :=9
m, p, d
b, 4, r (X, 0
12
b )+9
&, p, d; :
b, 4, r (X, 0
12
b );
9 m, p, d; :b, 4, ros (X, 0
12
b ) :=9
m, p, d
b, 4, ros(X, 0
12
b )+9
&, p, d; :
b, 4, r (X, 0
12
b );
9 m, d; :b, 4 (X, 0
12
b ) :=9
m, d
b, 4(X, 0
12
b )+9
&, d; :
b, 4 (X, 0
12
b );
9 m, d; :b, 4, os(X, 0
12
b ) :=9
m, d
b, 4, os(X, 0
12
b )+9
&, d; :
b, 4 (X, 0
12
b ).
Let B be a Banach algebra with norm & &, and let I be a subspace of
B. Suppose that I has a Fre chet topology in addition to the relative topol-
ogy that it inherits from B. Let [& &m | m # N0] be its family of norms. We
will say that I is an ideal in B if for any A, B # I and C # B, ACB # I,
and for any m # N0 there exists a Km>0 such that
&ACB&mKm &A&m &C& &B&m . (28)
Lemma 3.29. Let B be a Banach algebra and let T(*) # Sm(4; B) where
m # &N. Suppose that &T(*)&12 for each * # 4. Then for each * # 4,
S(*) :=j=1 T(*)
j # B exists, and S # Sm(4; B). If T # S mr (4; B), then so is
S. Moreover, if a Fre chet space I is an ideal of B and T # Sm(4; I) or
T # S mr (4; I) (symbols with respect to the Fre chet topology on I), then S is
in the same space.
Proof. Since &T(*)&12<1 for each * # 4, the geometric series defin-
ing S(*) exists for each * # 4. In fact, since the series for S(*) is dominated
by j=1 (
1
2)
j, S(*) is continuous and uniformly bounded on 4. Observe
that for each * # 4,
(Id&T(*))&1=Id+S(*). (29)
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Using this fact, we will prove that S(*) is smooth. Indeed, by algebraic
manipulations using (29), one can show that for any *, v # 4 and t # R
small,
S(*+tv)&S(*)=(Id+S(*+tv))(T(*+tv)&T(*))(Id+S(*)).
Dividing by t and taking t  0 shows that
DvS(*)=(Id+S(*)) DvT(*)(Id+S(*)). (30)
Hence, DvS(*) exists and is uniformly bounded on 4. Using Eq. (30)
together with induction and the fact that T # S m(4; B) with m0 shows
that S is smooth and all its derivatives are uniformly bounded on 4.
To see that S is a symbol of order m, observe that for any N # N, we can
write
S(*)= :
2N
j=1
T(*) j+RN(*), where RN(*)=T(*)N S(*) T(*)N. (31)
Since T # Sm(4; B), 2Nj=1 T(*)
j # S m(4; B) and since S(*) is uniformly
bounded with all its derivatives, RN(*) is O( |*| 2Nm) with all its derivatives.
Since m<0, RN(*) vanishes to high order as |*|  . It follows that
S # Sm(4; B). If T # S mr (4; B), then observe that 
2N
j=1 T(*)
j # S mr (4; B).
Indeed,
+m :
2N
j=1
T(1+) j= :
2N
j=1
+(1& j) m (+mT(1+)) j.
Since +(1& j) m is smooth at +=0 (as m # &N) and since (+mT(1+)) j is
smooth at +=0 as T # S mr (4; B), +
m 2Nj=1 T(1+)
j is smooth at +=0.
Thus, as RN(*) vanishes to high order as |*|   and N is arbitrary, it
follows that S # S mr (4; B). If T # S
m(4; I) or T # S mr (4; I), similar
arguments work to show that S is in the same space, but here we must use
(28), and the fact that in (31), the remainder term RN(*) is written as
T(*)N S(*) T(*)N # I. K
Lemma 3.30. Let R # 9 &, p, db, 4, r (X, 0
12
b ), where p<0 and d>0 with
pd # Z. Then there exists a continuous increasing function r : R+  R+ such
that for each a>0 and |*|r(a), Id&R(*) : L2b(X, 0
12
b )  L
2
b(X, 0
12
b ) is
invertible. Moreover, its inverse is of the form
(Id&R(*))&1=Id+S(*),
where S(*) # 9 &, p, d; ab, 4, r (X, 0
12
b ) for |*|r(a).
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Proof. For each M # Mk(X) and B # 9 &b (X, 0
12
b ), we denote
NM(B)({) by BM({). Also, if S ka=[{ # C
k | |Im {|a], we define Aa(M) as
those functions B(*, {) # S ( pd, &)(4_S ka ; 9
&, a
b (M, 0
12
b )), holomorphic
in {, such that + pdB(1+, {) is smooth at +=0. Thus, an element
B(*, {) # Aa(M) takes values in the space 9 &, ab (M, 0
12
b ), is holomorphic
in { vanishing to infinite order as |{|   in S ka , is a symbol of order pd
in *, and is such that + pdB(1+, {) is smooth at +=0. Let N=codim X.
Then we will prove the following statement by induction on k=N, N&1,
N&2, ..., 2, 1, 0:
Given M # Mk(X), there exists a continuous increasing function
r : R+  R+ such that for each a>0 and |*|r(a),
(32)
Id&RM(*, {) is invertible on L2b(M, 0
12
b ) for { # S
k
a , with inverse
of the form Id+S(*, {), where S(*, {) # Aa(M) for all |*|r(a).
Setting k=0 proves our lemma. Thus, assume that M # MN(X). Observe
that for any a>0, RM(*, {) takes values in the smoothing operators on the
compact manifold without boundary M. Thus, as pd<0 and R(*, {)
vanishes to infinite order as |{|   in S Na for any a, there exists a
continuous increasing function r : R+  R+ such that for any a>0,
&RM(*, {)&L2(M, 012)12 for all |*|r(a) and { # S Na . Hence, by a slight
extension of Lemma 3.29 and the fact that the smoothing operators are an
ideal in the bounded operators on L2(M, 012), it follows that for |*|r(a)
and { # S Na , we have
(Id&RM(*, {))&1=Id+SM(*, {), SM(*, {) := :

j=1
RM(*, {) j,
where SM(*, {) # S ( pd, &)(4_S Na ; 9
&(M, 012)) for |*|r(a) and is
such that + pdB(1+, {) is smooth at +=0. By Morera’s Theorem ([5,
p. 86]), SM(*, {) is holomorphic in {. Thus, SM(*, {) # Aa(M) for |*|r(a).
Hence, (32) is proved for k=N.
Assume that (32) holds for k+1; we will prove it for k. Fix M # Mk(X)
and let \ be a total boundary defining function for M. Let M1(M)=
[F1 , ..., Fl].
To prove (32), we first claim that for each j=1, ..., l, there exists a con-
tinuous increasing function rj : R+  R+, such that
(Id&RM)(Id+S j)=Id&Tj , (33)
where for each a>0, Sj # Aa(M) and Tj # \ff, 1 } } } \ff, j } Aa(M) for all
|*|rj (a), where \ff, i is the boundary defining function for the front face
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of M 2b coming from Fi _F i . To see this, we use induction on j. Thus,
assume that j=1. Then, as F1 # Mk+1(X) and NF1(RM)=RF1 , by replacing
r : R+  R+ in the induction hypothesis (32) with r1(a) :=r(a+1), it
follows that for all a>0, (Id&NF1(RM))
&1 # Id+Aa+1(F1) for all
|*|r1(a). Let x be the fixed boundary defining function for F1 and let {
be its dual variable. Then we define (cf. the last part of Subsection 2.4)
S1 :=,(x)
1
2? |R e
iz{(Id&NF1(RM)({))
&1 NF1(RM)({) d{ } } dxx dz}
12
,
where ,(x)#1 near x=0 and vanishes outside of x=0, and where
z=log(xx$). Then it follows that S1 # Aa(M) for all |*|r1(a). Now since
(Id&RM)(Id+S1)=Id&(RM&(Id&RM) S1), by the definition of S1 , we
have NF1(RM&(Id&RM) S1)=0 and so (33) is proved for j=1. Assuming
(33) holds for j, the j+1 case is proved just like the j=1 case, but we take
Sj+1 to be the inverse Fourier transform of (Id&NFj+1(RM))
&1 NFj+1(Tj).
Hence, (33) holds for j+1.
Now, setting j=l in (33) and r(a) :=rl (2a+1) implies that (Id&RM)
(Id+S)=Id&\ffT, where for each a>0, S # A2a+1(M) and T # A2a+1(M)
for all |*|r(a). Let na be the smallest integer strictly greater than 2a.
Then,
(Id&RM)(Id+S)(Id+S$a)=Id&S"a ,
where S$a=na&1j=1 (\ffT )
j and S"a=(\ffT )na. By (14), S$a # \ffA2a+1(M)
and S"a # \
na
ff A2a+1(M). In particular, S"a takes values in \
a+=
lb \
a+=
rb
S0(M2, 012b ) for some =>0. Since pd<0 and since \
a+=
lb \
a+=
rb S
0(M 2, 012b )
is an ideal in the bounded operators on L2b(M, 0
12
b ), we can argue just as
in the k=N case to invert Id&S"a proving (32) for k. K
3.6. The Resolvent as a Tempered Operator
Recall that given sectors 4, 4$C, 4 is a proper subsector of 4$ if
4int(4$) _ [0]. We will study the resolvents for the following class of
operators.
Definition 3.31. Let m # R+ and 4C be a sector. Then an elliptic
operator A # 9 mb (X, 0
12
b ) is said to be elliptic with respect to 4 if the prin-
cipal symbol b_m(A) # S [m](bT*X) can be represented by an element
a(x, !) # Sm(bT*X) such that there exists a sector 4$C with 44$ a
proper subsector and a compact set K bT*X, such that a(x, !)  4$ for all
(x, !)  K.
This definition makes sense because of the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.32. Let a(x, !) # Sm( bT*X), m # R+ be elliptic and let 4C
be a sector. Suppose that a(x, !) has the property that there exists a sector
4$C with 44$ a proper subsector, and a compact set KbT*X such
that a(x, !)  4$ for all (x, !)  K. Then for any b(x, !) # Sm&1( bT*X),
a(x, !)+b(x, !) has the same property.
Proof. Let /(x, !) # C(bT*X) with /(x, !)#0 for (x, !) # K and
with /(x, !)#1 outside a neighborhood of K. Let b(x, !) # Sm&1( bT*X).
Then, a(x, !)+b(x, !)=a(x, !)+/(x, !) b(x, !)+(1&/(x, !)) b(x, !). Since
1&/(x, !)#0 outside of K, we just need a(x, !)+/(x, !) b(x, !) to have the
same property as a(x, !). Since a is elliptic and non-zero outside of K, we can
write
a(x, !)+/(x, !) b(x, !)=a(x, !) \1+/(x, !) b(x, !)a(x, !) + .
Thus, we just have to show that for any c(x, !) # S &1(bT*X), a(x, !)
(1+c(x, !)) has the same property as a(x, !). But, this follows from the
fact that since a(x, !) is elliptic, it grows like |!|m as |!|  , where | | is
the norm of any metric on bT*X, and c(x, !) decays like |!| &1 as
|!|  . K
Observe that if A # 9 mb (X, 0
12
b ), m # R
+, is any elliptic operator, then
A*A is elliptic with respect to any sector 4C with 4 & (0, )=<. Also,
observe that if A # 9 mb, os(X, 0
12
b ), m # R
+, then A is elliptic with respect to
a sector 4 iff b_m(A) # C hom(m)(
bT*X) is such that b_m(A)(x, !)  4 for all
!{0.
Theorem 3.33. Let A # 9 mb (X, 0
12
b ), m # R
+ be elliptic with respect to
4. Then for any s # R,
A&* : H sb(X, 0
12
b )  H
s&m
b (X, 0
12
b ),
is invertible for * # 4 sufficiently large, and there is a continuous increasing
function r : R+  R+ such that for each a>0, (A&*)&1 # 9 &m, &m, m; ab, 4, r
(X, 012b ) for |*|r(a). If A # 9
m
b, os(X, 0
12
b ) or if A # Diff
m
b (X, 0
12
b ), the
same holds, but the resolvent is resolvent one-step or strongly tempered
one-step respectively.
Proof. For simplicity of notation, we will only prove this theorem for
A # 9 mb (X, 0
12
b ); the other cases are proved basically the same.
5 Thus, let
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5 If A # 9 mb, os(X, 0
12
b ), the only difference occurs in equation (35), where we should set
am( y, !) :=/(!)b _m(A)( y, !), where /(!)#0 near 0 and /(!)#1 outside of a neighborhood
of 0.
A # 9 mb (X, 0
12
b ). Let am(x, !) # S
m(bT*X) be a representative of the prin-
cipal symbol b_m(A) # S [m](bT*X) such that there exists a sector 4$C
with 44$ a proper subsector, and a compact set K bT*X such that
am(x, !)  4$ for all (x, !)  K. Define r :=1+max(x, !) # K |am(x, !)|.
Let U=Rn, kw _R
n
z be a coordinate patch on X
2
b such that 2b $R
n, k_
[0]. Since X$2b , Rn, kw is coordinate patch on X. Let , # C

c (R
n, k) and let
 # C c (U) be such that (w, 0)#1 on supp ,. Since A is supported on
U, we can write A=1(2?)n  eiz } !a(w, !) d! } &, where 0<& # C(U, 012b ),
and where
a(w, !)=(w, 0) am(w, !) modulo S m&1( bT*X). (34)
Now observe that ,(w)(am(w, !)&*)&1 is smooth for * # 4 with |*|r. In
fact, by Lemma 3.13, one can show that w [ ,(w)(am (w, !)&*)&1 #
C(Rn, k; S &m, &m, m4, r (R
n)) for all * # 4 with |*|r. Let $ # C c (U) be such
that $(w, 0)#1 on supp , and #1 on supp $. For * # 4 with |*|r,
define
B(*) :=$(w, z) ,(w)
1
(2?)n | e
iz } !(am(w, !)&*)&1 d! } &. (35)
Then, B(*) # 9 &m, &m, mb, 4, r (X, 0
12
b ) for |*|r. Since 1&#0 on supp $,
it follows that [(1&) A] B(*) # 9 &, &m, mb, 4, r (X, 0
12
b ) for |*|r. Hence,
for |*|r, AB(*)=[ A ] B ( * ) + [(1 & ) A ] B(*) = [ A ] B(*) modulo
9&, &m, mb, 4, r (X, 0
12
b ). Also, observe that (34) implies that for |*|r, we have
(A&*) B(*)=, modulo 9 &1, &m, mb, 4, r (X, 0
12
b ). Hence, for * # 4 with |*|r,
(A&*) B(*)=,&R(*), where R(*) # 9 &1, &m, mb, 4, r (X, 0
12
b )
for |*|r. (36)
Let [Ui]Ni=1 be coordinate patches of X
2
b giving product decompositions
of X 2b with respect to the p-submanifold 2b , such that [Ui & 2b] covers 2b .
Let [,i] be a partition of unity of 2b with respect to the cover [Ui & 2b].
Then for each i, by (36), there exists a Bi (*) # 9 &m, &m, mb, 4, r (X, 0
12
b ) for * # 4
with |*|r, such that (A&*) Bi (*)=,i&Ri (*), where Ri (*) # 9 &1, &m, mb, 4, r
(X, 012b ) for |*|r. Setting B(*) :=
N
i=1 Bi (*), we then have
(A&*) B(*)=Id&R(*), where R(*) # 9 &1, &m, mb, 4, r (X, 0
12
b ) for |*|r. Since
R(*) j # 9 & j, &jm, mb, 4, r (X, 0
12
b )9
& j, &m, m
b, 4, r (X, 0
12
b ) for each j, we can choose
R$(*) # 9 &1, &m, mb, 4, r (X, 0
12
b ) such that R$(*)tj=1 R(*) j. Thus, if B$(*) :=
B(*) b (Id+R$(*)) # 9 &m, &m, mb, 4, r (X, 0
12
b ) for |*|r, it follows that
(A&*) B$(*)=Id&R"(*), (37)
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where R"(*) # 9 &, &m, mb, 4, r (X, 0
12
b ) for |*|r. Thus, by Lemma 3.30, there
exists a continuous increasing function r : R+  R+ such that for each
a>0 and |*|r(a), (Id&R"(*))&1=Id+S(*), where for each a>0,
S(*) # 9 &, &m, m; ab, 4, r (X, 0
12
b ) for |*|r(a). Hence, for each a>0 and
|*|r(a),
(A&*)&1=B$(*) b (Id+S(*)) # 9 &m, &m, m; ab, 4, r (X, 0
12
b )
for all * # 4 with |*|r(a). K
4. THE STRUCTURE THEOREMS
4.1. The Blown-up Tempered Space
In this section, we realize the kernels of the operators in 9 m, p, db, 4, ros(X, 0
12
b )
and 9 m, db, 4, os(X, 0
12
b ) as classical conormal functions on a certain manifold
with corners.
Let 4C be a sector. Denote by 4 , the manifold 4 radially compac-
tified. We denote by  4 , the boundary ‘‘at infinity.’’ Some convenient
coordinates near  4 can be obtained as follows. Let 4cc =[* | * # 4] be
the ‘‘complex conjugate’’ sector of 4. Observe that 4cc % + [ *=
1+=+ |+|2 # 4 is a biholomorphism of 4cc"[0] onto 4"[0]. Then by the
definition of 4 , [4cc ; [0]]#4 "[0], where ff [4cc ; [0]]#4 .
Let X be compact with corners. Then we define
X 2b, 4 :=[X
2
b_4 ; 2b _4 ; 2b_4 ].
The manifold Z in Fig. 1 of the introduction gives pictorial representation
of X 2b, 4 . We define
bi :=;&1(X 2b_4 "(2b_ 4 )), boundary at infinity;
fi :=;&1(2b _4 ), face at infinity;
df :=;&1(2b _4 "(2b_4 )), diagonal face.
We will now fix the notation for local coordinates on X 2b, 4 . We will use
the identification [4cc ; [0]]#4 "[0], with ff [4cc ; [0]]#4 . We
define r :=|+|, | :=+|+|, where +=1* # 4cc . Let U=Rn, ky _R
n
z be a
coordinate patch on X 2b with 2b $R
n, k_[0]. Then,
X2b, 4 $Rn, ky _T n4 , with T n4 :=[Rnz _4 ; Y1 ; Y2] (38)
where Y1 :=[0]z_[0]r_(S1 & 4cc)| and Y2 =[0]z_[0, )r _(S1 &
4cc)| .
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FIG. 3. Various coordinates on X 2b, 4 .
The coordinates ( y, |), together with each of the first three coordinates
shown in Fig. 3, give various coordinate systems on [X 2b_4 ; 2b_4 ]
and the coordinates (y, |), together with the last set of coordinates shown
in Fig. 3, give coordinates on X 2b, 4=[X
2
b_4 ; 2b_4 ; 2b_4 ] near df.
On T n4 , we define bi :=[|0=0], fi :=[t=0], and df :=[u=0].
Consider now densities. We claim that |dz((d* 7 d* )*2)| 12 #
C (Rnz_4 , 0
12
b ), when lifted to T
n
4 , is of the form |dz((d* 7 d* )*
2)|12=
\n2df \
n2
fi +, where \df and \fi are boundary defining functions for the hyper-
surfaces df and fi respectively, and where + # C(T n4 , 0
12
b ). Indeed,
observe that in the coordinates r=s#0 and z=s# $ near bi, we have
}dz drr }
12
=sn2 }dss
d#0
#0 }
12
+1 , (39)
where +1 # C(Sn&1# $ , 0
12). In the coordinates r=t and z=tu# near df,
observe that |dz drr |
12=tn2 un2 | dtt
du
u |
12 +2 , where +2 # C (Sn&1# , 0
12).
This expression, together with (39) implies that |dz d* 7 d**2 |
12=\ n2df \
n2
fi +,
where + # C(T n* , 0
12
b ). More generally, we have the following.
Lemma 4.34. If v # C (X 2b , 0
12
b ), then ;*(& |
d* 7 d*
*2 |
12)=\ n2df \
n2
fi +,
where + # C (X 2b, 4 , 0
12
b ).
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4.2. The Resolvent on [0, )
In this subsection, we will investigate the polyhomogeneity of the resol-
vent of the b-Laplacian for X=[0, ). Let 4C be a sector such that
Im *>0 for all * # 4, *{0; in particular, *2  R+ for all * # 4. Let
2=&(xx)2 be the b-Laplacian. Then observe that the kernel of 2 can be
written as
2=
1
2? |R v
i!!2 d!, where v=xx$ # R+,
where x and x$ are the usual coordinates on the left and right factors of
X_X. Hence, the resolvent kernel at *2, R(*2), is given explicitly by the
inverse Mellin transform
R(*2)=
1
2? |R v
i!(!2&*2)&1 d!.
We will show that R(*2), when lifted to X 2b, 4 , is a polyhomogeneous
function. We proceed as follows.
Since !2&*2=(!&*)(!+*) and Im *>0, by moving the contour
R=[! # C | Im !=0] up to [Im !=+], Cauchy’s theorem implies that
if v>1
R(*2)=
1
2? |Im !=0 v
i!(!&*)&1 (!+*)&1 d!=
1
2*i
vi*.
Similarly, moving the contour R to [Im !=&], Cauchy’s theorem
implies that if v<1,
R(*2)=
1
2? |Im !=0 v
i!(!&*)&1 (!+*)&1 d!=
1
2*i
v&i*.
Thus, we conclude that
R(*2)=
1
2*i {
vi*
v&i*,
v>1;
v<1,
(40)
=
1
2*i {
ei*z,
e&i*z,
z>0;
z<0,
where z=log v. (41)
Now we’ll see what type of function R(*2) is on X 2b, 4 . First, note that
v=xx$ and 1v=x$x are boundary defining functions for lb and rb
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respectively (these are just projective polar coordinates, see (9)). Thus, the
first expression (40) implies that for any a>0,
R(*2) # S&(4; 9 &, ab (X)) for Im *2a (42)
away from 2b (the set where v=1 or z=0).
Near 2b , we can use the coordinate z # R which identifies 2b with
[z=0]. Let +=1* and write + in polar coordinates, +=r|, where r=|+|
and |=+|+|.
Consider the second set of coordinates (s, #0 , #) shown in Fig. 3, where
r=s#0 , z=s#$, and where s=|z|, #0=r|z|, and #$=z|z|=1 if z>0 and
#$=z|z|=&1 if z<0. Thus, since *z=#$(#0|), by (41),
R(*2)=
s#0 |
2i {
ei(#0 |),
ei(#0 |),
z>0;
z<0.
(43)
In the fourth set of coordinates (t, u, #) in Fig. 3, we have r=t, z=tu#,
where t=r, u=|z|r, and #=z|z|=1 if z>0 and #=z|z|=&1 if z<0.
Thus, since *z=u#|, by (41),
R(*2)=
t|
2i {
eiu|,
e iu|,
z>0;
z<0.
(44)
From (42), (43), and (44), it follows that R(*2) # AE(X 2b, 4), where
E( ff )=N0 , E(bi)=<, E(df )=N0 , and E( fi)=N.
4.3. The Structure Theorems
For the rest of this paper, we will assume that 4{C. Thus, we can
fix a branch of the log function so that log : 4"[0]  C is holomorphic.
Thus, for any a # C, *a :=ea log *, where * # 4"[0], is well defined. If d # R+,
we define 41d :=[*1d |* # 4"[0]] _ [0]. Then 41d is also a sector
and if ‘ # 41d, then ‘d # 4. Since 41d is a sector, the manifold X 2b, 41d is
defined.
Recall that 9 m, p, db, 4, ros(X, 0
12
b )C
(4; 9 mb (X, 0
12
b )). If m # N0 , we
define
Diff m, p, db, 4, ros(X, 0
12
b ) :=9
m, p, d
b, 4, ros(X, 0
12
b ) & C
(4; Diff mb (X, 0
12
b )).
If m  N0 , then we define Diff m, p, db, 4, ros(X, 0
12
b ) :=0.
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Let m, p # R. Define the index set Em, p, d on X 2b, 41d by
Em, p, d ( ff )=Em, p, d (edges of 4) :=N0 ;
Em, p, d (lb)=Em, p, d (rb) :=<; Em, p, d (bi)=&p+dN0 ;
Em, p, d (df ) :=
n
2
+[(k&m&n+dl, 0) | k, l # N0] _ N0 ;
Em, p, d ( fi) :=
n
2
+[(k&m&n, 0) | k # N0] _ (&p+N0+dN0);
and define the index set Fm, p, d on 41d, associated to  41d, by
Fm, p, d :=[(k&m&n, 0) | k # N0] _ (&p+dN0).
The first structure theorem is the following.
Theorem 4.35. Let m, p # R and d # R+ with pd # Z. Then away from
*=0, there exists an exact sequence of continuous linear maps
0/Diff m, p, db, 4, ros(X, 0
12
b )/9
m, p, d
b, 4, ros(X, 0
12
b )  A
Em, p, d
phg (X
2
b, 41d , 0
12
b );
A(*) [ A(*) }d* 7 d*

*2 }
12
;
and if m<&n, there exists a continuous linear map
9 m, p, db, 4, ros(X, 0
12
b )  A
Fm, p, d
phg (4
1d; C(X, 0b)); A(*) [ A(*)|2b . (45)
We have a similar theorem for the strongly tempered spaces. If m # N0 ,
we define Diff m, db, 4, os(X, 0
12
b ) :=9
m, d
b, 4, os(X, 0
12
b ) & C
(4; Diff mb (X, 0
12
b )). If
m  N0 , then we define Diff m, db, 4, os(X, 0
12
b ) :=0.
For each m # R, we define the index set Em, d on X 2b, 41d by
Em, d ( ff )=Em, d (edges of 4) :=N0 ;
Em, d (lb)=Em, d (rb)=Em, d (bi)=<;
Em, d (df ) :=
n
2
+[(k&m&n+dl, 0) | k, l # N0] _ N0 ;
Em, d ( fi) :=
n
2
+[(k&m&n, 0) | k # N0];
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and we define the index set Fm, d on 41d, associated to  41d, by
Fm, d :=[(k&m&n, 0) | k # N0].
Theorem 4.36. Let m # R and d # R+. Then away from *=0, there
exists an exact sequence of continuous linear maps
0/Diff m, db, 4, os(X, 0
12
b )/9
m, d
b, 4, os(X, 0
12
b )  A
Em, d
phg (X
2
b, 41d , 0
12
b );
A(*) [ A(*) } d* 7 d*

*2 }
12
;
and if m< &n, there exists a continuous linear map
9 m, db, 4, os(X, 0
12
b )  A
Fm, d
phg (4
1d; C(X, 0b)); A(*) [ A(*)| 2b . (46)
The following two subsections provide the very long proofs of these
structure theorems. The next section applies these theorems to analyze the
resolvents of b-pseudodifferential operators.
4.4. Preliminaries to the Proof of the Structure Theorems
We will use the following lemma various times.
Lemma 4.37. For each N # N0 , define RN(Sn&1| _R
n
!) as the space of
functions a # C(Sn&1_(Rn"[0])) satisfying the following estimates: for
each P # Diff*(Sn&1) and ;,
|P;! a(|, !)|4 { |!|
&n+N+1&|;|,
|!|&n&2&|;| ,
|!|1;
|!|1.
(47)
Then, given a # RN(Sn&1_Rn), the function A(r, |) := e i(|r) } !a(|, !) d! is
an element of rNS0([0, )r_Sn&1| ).
Proof. Let N # N and let a # RN(Sn&1_Rn). Observe that the inequali-
ties (47) imply that the integral defining A(r, |) converges. We need to
show that
r&NA(r, |)=r&N | ei(|r) } !a(|, !) d! # S 0([0, )r_Sn&1| ).
To see this, define L| :=&| } D!=&ni=1 |i D!i for each | # S
n&1. Then
observe that L| ei(|r) } !=&r&1e i(|r) } !. Hence, using the estimates (47) to
justify integrating by parts, we have
r&NA(r, |)=(&1)N | (LN| ei(|r) } !) a(|, !) d!=| ei(|r) } !LN| a(|, !) d!
=| ei(|r) } !a0(|, !) d!,
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where a0(|, !) :=LN| a(|, !) # R0(S
n&1_Rn). Thus, we are reduced to the
case when N=0. Now observe that A is bounded since a # R0(Sn&1_Rn)
is integrable. We claim that
rrA(r, |)=| ei(|r) } !a1(|, !) d!, where a1 # R0(Sn&1_Rn) (48)
and that given any smooth vector field v on Sn&1,
vA(r, |)=| ei(|r) } !av(|, !) d!, where av # R0(Sn&1_Rn). (49)
Note that once we prove these two statements, given any k # N and
P # Diff*(Sn&1), we have (r r)k PA(r, |)= ei(|r) } !ak, P(|, !) d!, where
ak, P # R0(Sn&1_Rn). Since ak, P is integrable, (r r)k PA(r, |) is bounded.
Thus, A(r, |) # S0([0, )r_Sn&1| ). So, it remains to prove (48) and (49).
We first prove (48). Thus, using the estimates (47) to justify integrating by
parts, we find that
rrA(r, |)=&r&1 | ei(|r) } !(i| } !) a(|, !) d!
=| (L|e i(|r) } !)(i| } !) a(|, !) d!
=&| ei(|r) } !L|[(i| } !) a(|, !)] d!. (50)
Note that L|[(i| } !) a(|, !)] # R0(Sn&1_Rn). Thus, (48) holds. Now let
v # Diff1(Sn&1). Then,
vA(r, |)=| ei(|r) } !va(|, !) d!+r&1 | ei(|r) } !pv(|, !) a(|, !) d!, (51)
where, for each |, pv(|, !) is a homogeneous polynomial in ! of degree 1.
Observe that va # R0(Sn&1_Rn). Hence, by using a similar integration by
parts argument on the second term of (51) as we used in (50) above, it
follows that (49) holds. K
Throughout this section, fix d # R+. We use the identification [41dcc ; [0]]#
41d"[0], where ff [41dcc ; [0]]# 4
1d. We define
& :=+1d # 41dcc , where +=1* # 4cc . (52)
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Then we set r :=|&| and | :=&|&|. Coordinates on T n41d (cf. the definition
(38)) are shown in Fig. 3. Recall that bi=[|0=0], fi=[t=0], and
df =[u=0].
We first work on the expansion at bi.
Lemma 4.38. Let m, p # R with pd # Z and let /(!) # C(Rn) with
/(!)#0 near 0 and /(!)#1 outside a neighborhood of 0. Let
A(*)=| eiz } !/(!) a(*, !) d!, where a(*, !) # C , p, d4, hom(m)(Rn).
Then away from *=0, we have A(*) # AEbi (T n41d), where Ebi :=&p+dN0 is
an index set on T n41d associated to bi.
Proof. We will use the second coordinates (s, #0 , #$) given in Fig. 3. Let
a(*, !) # C , p, d4, hom(m)(R
n). Then a(*, !) # C(4_(Rn"[0])) and is such that
a($d*, $!)=$ma(*, !) for all $>0 and if we define a~ (+, !) :=+ pda(1+, !)
for all (+, !) # 4cc_Rn, then a~ (+, !) # C(4cc _(Rn"[0])). Observe that
since &=r|=s#0|, cf. the coordinates (52), we have
A(*)=| eis#$ } !/(!) a((s#0|)&d, !) d!
=s&p#&p0 |
&p | eis#$ } !/(!) a~ (sd#d0|d, !) d! .
Thus, it suffices to prove that  eis#$ } !/(!) a~ (sd#d0|
d, !) d! # AE $bi (T n41d),
where E$bi :=dN0 . To see this, set L#$ :=&#$ } D! and choose N # N with
m&N &n&2. Then observe that
| eis#$ } !/(!) a~ (sd#d0|d, !) d!
=s&N(&1)N | (LN#$ eis#$ } !) /(!) a~ (sd#d0|d, !) d!
=s&N | eis#$ } !/(!)(LN#$ a~ )(sd#d0|d, !) d!
+s&NAN(s, sd#d0|
d, #$),
where AN(s, +, #$)= eis#$ } ![Nl=1(
N
l )(L
l
#$/(!))(L
N&l
#$ a~ )(+, !)] d!. Now since
for l1, L l#$ /(!)#0 for ! near 0 and for ! outside a neighborhood of 0,
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it follows that AN(s, +, #$) is C  in all variables (s, +, #$). In particular,
AN(s, sd#d0|
d, #$) can be expanded in powers of #d0 . Hence,
s&NAN(s, sd#d0|
d, #$) # AE $bi (T n41d).
Thus, it remains to show that
| eis#$ } !/(!)(LN#$ a~ )(sd#d0|d, !) d! # AE $bi (T n41d).
Since m&N &n&2, (LN#$ a)(*, !) # C
(Sn&1#$ ; C
, p, d
4, hom(m$)(R
n)), where
m$&n&2. Thus, it suffices to prove the following statement: given
a(*, !) # C , p, d4, hom(m)(R
n), where m&n&2,
A :=| eis#$ } !/(!) a~ (sd#d0|d, !) d! # AE $bi (T n41d).
To see this, set v :=#d0 and if |=e
i%, set D| :=cos(d%) D+1+sin(d%) D+2 .
Then, for any M # N,
DMv A=s
dM | eis#$ } !/(!)(DM| a~ )(sd#d0|d, !) d!.
By Proposition 3.17, it follows that a~ (+, !) satisfies the estimates: for each
: and ; and M,
|:+ 
;
! D
M
| a~ (+, !)|4 (1+|+| |!|
d) pd&(|:| +M) |!| d( |:|+M)+m& p&|;|. (53)
Observe that this estimate implies that if M is sufficiently large (for example,
if dM+m& p> &n), then (DM| a~ )(w|
d, !) is integrable near !=0 for all
w # [0, ), and moreover, it remains integrable near !=0 even after we
differentiate it with respect to w or |. Thus, if we define
BM (s, w, #$, |) :=| e is#$ } !(/(!)&1)(DM| a~ )(w|d, !) d!, w # [0, ),
then BM is smooth in all variables. Also, since m&n&2, observe that for
any M, the estimate (53) implies that for any fixed w>0, (DM| a~ )(w|
d, !)
is integrable near !=. Thus, for M sufficiently large and sd#d0>0,
| eis#$ } !(DM| a~ )(sd#d0|d, !) d!
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converges. Thus, for M sufficiently large, we can write
DMv A=s
dM | eis#$ } !(DM| a~ )(sd#d0|d, !) d!
+sdMBM (s, sd#d0 , #$, |). (54)
Since (DM| a~ )(s
d#d0|
d, (s#0)&1 !)=(s#0)&dM+ p&m (DM| a~ )(|
d, !), the change
of variables ! [ (s#0)&1 ! in the integral (54) yields
DMv A=s
dM(s#0)&dM+ p&m&n AM+sdMBM(s, sd#d0 , #$, |),
where AM := ei(#$#0) } !(DM| a~ )(|
d, !) d!. Since v=#d0 , we thus have
vMDMv A=(s#0)
p&m&n AM+sdM#dM0 BM(s, s
d#d0 , #$, |).
Let N>>0. Since m &n&2, choosing M such that dM+m& p&n+
N+1, the estimate (53) implies that given ;,
|;! D
M
| a~ (|
d, !)|4 (1+|!|d) pd&M |!| dM+m& p&|;|
4 { |!|
&n+N+1&|;|,
|!|&n&2&|;|,
|!|1;
|!|1.
Thus, Lemma 4.37 implies that
AM # #N0 S
0([0, )#0 _S
n&1
#$ _(S
1
| & 4
1d
cc )).
Now observe that vMMv =(vv&M+1)(vv&M+2) } } } (vv&1)(vv) and
that #0#0=dvv . Thus,
(#0#0&d(M+1)) } } } (#0#0&d )(#0#0) A
# (s#0) p&m&n #N0 S
0([0, )#0 _S
n&1
#$ _(S
1
| & 4
1d
cc ))
+sdM#dM0 C
([0, )s_[0, )s d #d0_S
n&1
#$ _(S
1
| & 4
1d
cc )).
Thus, by Theorem 2.1, A # AE $bi (T n41d) since N and M can be arbitrarily
large. K
Lemma 4.39. Let m # R and let /(*, !) # C(4_Rn) with /(*, !)#0 on
a neighborhood of (*, !)=0 and /(*, !)#1 outside a neighborhood of 0. Let
A(*)=| eiz } !/(*, !) a(*, !) d!, where a(*, !) # C , dhom(m)(4_Rn).
Then away from *=0, we have A(*) # AEbi (T n41d), where Ebi :=< is an
index set on T n41d associated to bi.
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Proof. We must show that
A=| eis#$ } !/(s&d#&d0 |&d, !) a(s&d#&d0 |&d, !) d!#0
at #0=0. Since /(*, !)#1 outside a neighborhood of (*, !)=0, for
s bounded and for #0 sufficiently small, /(s&d#&d0 |
&d, !)#1. Hence,
it suffices to show that A := eis#$ } ! a(s&d#&d0 |
&d, !) d!#0 at #0=0.
Making the change of variables ! [ (s#0)&1 ! and using the homogeneous
properties of a, we find that
A=(s#0)m&n | ei(#$#0) } !a(|&d, !) d!.
By integration by parts,  eiz } !a(|&d, !) d!#0 at |z|=. Thus, since
|#$|#1, A#0 at #0=0. K
We now work on the expansion at df.
Lemma 4.40. Let m, p # R with pd # Z and let /(!) # C(Rn) with
/(!)#0 near 0 and /(!)#1 outside a neighborhood of 0. Let
A(*)=| eiz } !/(!) a(*, !) d!, where a(*, !) # C , p, d4, hom(m)(Rn).
Then away from *=0, we have A(*) # AEdf (T n41d), where Edf is an index set
on T n41d associated to df given by [(&m&n+dl, 0 | l # N0] _ N0 .
Proof. We will use the coordinates (52) and the last set of coordinates
(t, u, #) given in Fig. 3. Then, A(*)= eitu# } !/(!) a(t&d|&d, !) d!. Making
the change of variables ! [ t&1! and using the homogeneous properties of
a, we find that A=t&m&n  eiu# } !/(!t) a(|&d, !) d!. Thus,
(tt&(&m&n)) A=&t&m&n | eiu# } !(! } ! /)(!t) a(|&d, !) d!
= &| eitu# } !(! } !/)(!) a(t&d|&d, !) d!
=: B(t, u, #, |).
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Since ! } ! /(!)#0 near !=0 and outside a neighborhood of 0, it follows
that B can be expanded at u=0 with index set N0 . Since (tt&(&m&n))
A=B, we have tt(tm+nA)=tm+nB. Integrating this equation from 1 to t
yields
A=t&m&nA(1, u, #, |)&t&m&n |
t
1
{m+nB({, u, #, |)
d{
{
.
The second term in this equation can be expanded at u=0 with index set
N0 , and so we are left to show that
A$ :=A(1, u, #, |)=| eiu# } !/(!) a(|&d, !) d! # AEdf (T n41d).
Note that for any :, we have (:*a)($
d*, $!)=$m&d |:|(:*a)(*, !) for all
$>0. In particular, setting *=0 yields
(:*a)(0, $!)=$
m&d |:|(:*a)(0, !) for all $>0.
Thus, expanding [0, ) % v [ a(v|&d, !) in Taylor Series at v=0, we find
that for each N # N,
a(v|&d, !)= :
N&1
l=0
vlam&dl (|, !)+bN(v, |, !),
where for each l and |, am&dl (|, !) # C hom(m&dl )(R
n), and where
bN(v, |, !)=
vN
(N&1)! |
1
0
(1&s)N&1 Nw a(w|
&d, !)| w=sv ds.
Let N>>0. Then, setting v=1, it follows that if we define Am&dl :=
 eiu# } !/(!) am&dl (|, !) d! and BN := eiu# } !/(!) bN(1, |, !) d!, then we
have A$=N&1l=0 Am&dl+BN . By the estimates (1) of Proposition 3.17, for
each |, /(!) bN(1, |, !) # S m&dN(Rn), Thus, BN # C M([0, )u _Sn&1# _
(S1| & 4
1d
cc )) for all M with M+m&dN<&n. Since N is arbitrary, by
Proposition 2.2, A$ # AEdf (T n41d) if for each l, Am&dl # A
Edf (T n41d). Now,
Am&dl =| eiu# } !/(!) am&dl (|, !) d!
=u&m&n+dl | ei# } !/(!u) am&dl (|, !) d!,
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where we made the change of variables ! [ u&1!. Hence,
(uu&(&m&n+dl )) Am&dl
=&u&m&n+dl | ei# } !(! } ! /)(!u) am&dl (|, !) d!
=| eiu# } !(! } ! /)(!) am&dl (|, !) d!.
Since (! } !/)(!)#0 near !=0 and outside a neighborhood of 0, it follows that
f(u) := eiu# } !(! } !/)(!) am&dl (|, !) d! is a smooth function of u # [0, ).
Hence, (uu&(&m&n+dl )) Am&dl ti=0 uiAi (#, |), where Ai (#, |) :=
( iu f )(0) # C
(Sn&1# _(S
1
| & 4
1d
cc )). Since (uu&i) u
i=0, for any M # N,
(uu&M) } } } (uu&1)(uu)(uu&(&m&n+dl )) Am&dl=O(uM+1).
Thus by Theorem 2.1, Am&dl # AEdf (T n41d). K
Lemma 4.41. Let m # R and let /(*, !) # C(4_Rn) with /(*, !)#0 on
a neighborhood of (*, !)=0 and /(*, !)#1 outside a neighborhood of 0. Let
A(*)=| eiz } !/(*, !) a(*, !) d!, where a(*, !) # C , dhom(m)(4_Rn).
Then away from *=0, we have A(*) # AEdf (T n41d), where Edf is an index set
on T n41d associated to df given by [(&m&n+dl, 0) | l # N0] _ N0 .
Proof. This lemma is proved similar to Lemma 4.40. K
We now work on the expansion at fi.
Lemma 4.42. Let m, p # R with pd # Z and let /(!) # C(Rn) with
/(!)#0 near 0 and /(!)#1 outside a neighborhood of 0. Let
A(*)=| eiz } !/(!) a(*, !) d!, where a(*, !) # C , p, d4, hom(m)(Rn).
Then away from *=0, we have A(*) # AEfi (T n41d), where Efi is an index set
on T n41d associated to fi given by [(&m&n, 0)] _ (&p+N0+dN0).
Moreover, if m<&n, A(*)| z=0 # AF(41d), where F :=[(&m&n, 0)] _
(&p+dN0) is an index set on 41d associated to  41d.
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Proof. We use the coordinates (52) and the first set of coordinates
(\, |0 , |) in Fig. 3. Then, since &=r|=\|0 | and z=r|$, we have
A(*)=| ei\|$ } !/(!) a((\|0|)&d, !) d!
=(\|0|)&p | ei\|$ } !/(!) a~ (\d|d0|d, !) d!
=\&m&n(|0|)&p | ei|$ } !/(!\) a~ ((|0|)d, !) d!,
where we made the change of variables ! [ \&1!. Hence,
(\\&(&m&n)) A
=&\&m&n(|0|)&p | ei|$ } !(! } ! /)(!\) a~ ((|0|)d, !) d!
=&\&p(|0|)&p | ei\|$ } !(! } !/)(!) a~ (\d (|0|)d, !) d!.
Since (! } !/)(!)#0 near !=0 and outside a neighborhood of 0, it follows
that f (u, v) :=&(|0|)&p  eiu|$ } !(! } !/)(!) a~ (v(|0|)d, !) d! is smooth for
(u, v) # [0, )2. Hence, (\\&(&m&n)) Ati, j=0 \&p+i+djAi, j(|0 , |$, |),
where Ai, j (|0 , |$, |) :=( iu 
j
v f )(0, 0) # |
&p
0 |
&pS0(S n, 1|0 , |$)_(S
1
| & 4
1d
cc )).
As (\\&(&p+i+dj)) \&p+i+dj=0, for any M # N, we have
‘
& p+i+djM
(\\&(&p+i+dj))(\\&(&m&n)) A=O(\M).
Note that Ai, j (|0 , |$, |)#0 at |$=0 for i>0. Thus, by Theorem 2.1, it
follows that A # AEfi (T n41d), and if m<&n, then A(*)| z=0 # A
F(41d). K
Lemma 4.43. Let m # R and let /(*, !) # C(4_Rn) with /(*, !)#0 on
a neighborhood of (*, !)=0 and /(*, !)#1 outside a neighborhood of 0. Let
A(*)=| eiz } !/(*, !) a(*, !) d!, where a(*, !) # C , dhom(m)(4_Rn).
Then away from *=0, we have A(*) # AEfi (T n41d), where Efi :=[(&m&n, 0)]
is an index set on T n41d associated to fi. Moreover, if m<&n, then
A(*)| z=0 # AF(41d), where F :=[(&m&n, 0)] is an index set on 41d
associated to  41d.
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Proof. Let a(*, !) # C , dhom(m)(4_R
n). Then,
A(*)=| ei\|$ } !/((\|0|)&d, !) a((\|0 |)&d, !) d!.
Since /(*, !)#1 outside of (*, !)=0, for \ small, /(\&d|&d0 |
&d, !)#1.
Hence, it suffices to prove our lemma for A= ei\|$ } !a((\|0|)&d, !) d!. Now
changing variables ! [ \&1! gives A=\&m&n  ei|$ } !a((|0|)&d, !) d!, which
proves our lemma. K
Near bi, we can write
T n41d $[0, )s_[0, )#0 _Fbi where Fbi :=S
n&1
#$ _(S
1
| & 4
1d
cc );
and near df, we can write
T n41d $[0, )u_[0, )t _Fdf where Fdf :=S
n&1
# _(S
1
| & 4
1d
cc ).
Lemma 4.44. Suppose that m+| p|&N&n&1, where N # N, m, p # R
with pd # R. Then given any R(*)= eiz } !r(*, !) d!, where r(*, !) # S m, p, d4, r (R
n),
for any M # N with M+dMN, we have
R # (s#0)&p CM([0, )s_[0, )sd #d0 _Fbi) near bi;
R # t&pCM([0, )u_[0, )t_[0, )t d _Fdf) near df.
Proof. We must show that if Rbi := e is#$ } !r((s#0|)&d, !) d! and Rdf :=
 eitu# } !r((t|)&d, !) d!, then
Rbi # (s#0)&p CM([0, )s_[0, )sd #d0 _Fbi),
Rdf # t&pCM([0, )u_[0, )t _[0, )t d _Fdf).
Since r # S m, p, d4, r (R
n), if we define r~ (+, !) :=+ pdr(1+, !), then r~ (+, !) #
C(4cc_Rn). Let K # R+. Then, r~ (+, !) satisfies the estimates: for any :
and ;,
|:+ 
;
! r~ (+, !)|4 (1+|+| |!|
d) pd&|:|(1+|!| )d |:| +m& p&|;|, |+|K.
Observe that for |+|K, (1+|+| |!|d) pd (1+|!| )&p4 (1+|!| ) | p|. Thus,
for |+|K, for any :, |:+ r~ (+, !)|4 (1+|!| )
d |:|+m+| p|; or, as m+| p|
&N&n&1 we have
|:+ 
;
! r~ (+, !)|4 (1+|!| )
d |:|&N&n&1, |+|K. (55)
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Rewriting Rbi and Rdf in terms of r~ gives
Rbi=(s#0|)&p | eis#$ } !r~ ((s#0)d |d, !) d!,
Rdf=(t|)&p | eitu# } !r~ (td|d, !) d!.
Thus, to prove our lemma, it suffices to show that if
Rbi (s, v, #$, |) :=| eis#$ } !r~ (v|d, !) d!,
Rdf (u, t, v, #, |) :=| eitu# } !r~ (v|d, !) d!,
then for all M # N with M+dMN,
Rbi (s, v, #$, |) # C M([0, )s_[0, )v_Fbi),
Rdf (u, t, v, #, |) # C M([0, )u_[0, )t _[0, )v_Fdf).
But these inclusions follow from the estimate (55). K
Lemma 4.45. Let N # N and let m # R with m&2N&n&1. Then
given any R(*)= eiz } !r(*, !) d!, where r(*, !) # S m, d4 (R
n), we have
R # (s#0)N S 0([0, )sd #d0 ; C
N(T n41d)) near bi;
R # tNS 0([0, )td ; CN(T n41d)) near df.
Proof. We must show that if Rbi := eis#$ } !r((s#0|)&d, !) d! and
Rdf := e itu# } !r((t|)&d, !) d!, then
Rbi # (s#0)N S 0([0, )sd#d0 ; C
N(T n41  d));
Rdf # t NS 0([0, )t d ; C N(T n41d)). (56)
Since m&N&(N+n+1), by the symbol estimates for S &2N&n&1, d4 (R
n),
it follows that if r$(+, !) :=r(1+, !), where +=1* # 4cc , then
r$(+, !) # |+|Nd S0(4 ; S&N&n&1(Rn)). (57)
Since Rbi= eis#$ } !r$((s#0)d |d, !) d! and Rdf= eitu# } !r$(td|d, !) d! in terms
of r$, (57) implies that (56) holds. K
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For each m, p # R and d # R+, we define the index set Em, p, d on T n41d by
Em, p, d (edges of 4) :=N0 ; Em, p, d (bi)=&p+dN0 ;
Em, p, d (df ) :=
n
2
+[(k&m&n+dl, 0) | k; l # N0] _ N0 ;
Em, p, d ( fi) :=
n
2
+[(k&m&n, 0) | k # N0] _ (&p+N0+dN0);
and we define Fm, p, d :=[(k&m&n, 0) | k # N0] _ (&p+dN0) associated
to  41d in 41d.
Lemma 4.46. Let m, p # R and d # R+ with pd # Z. Then away from
*=0, there exists a continuous linear map
I m+n4, p, d4, ros (R
n, [0], 012)  AEm, p, dphg (T
n
41d , 0
12
b ); A [ A(*) } d* 7 d*

*2 }
12
,
such that if m  N0 , then this map is injective and if m # N0 , then this map
has kernel
I m+n4, p, d4, ros (R
n, [0], 012) & C (4; spanC[$k } |dz|12 | 0km]).
Moreover, if m<&n, then there exits a continuous linear map
I m+n4, p, d4, ros (R
n, [0], 012)| z=0 /AFm, p, dphg (4
1d); A [ A(*)| z=0 .
Proof. Let E$m, p, d be the same index set as Em, p, d except without the n2
term on the right hand side of Em, p, d (df ) and Em, p, d ( fi). Then by
Lemma 4.34, it suffices to show that there exists a continuous linear map
I m+n4, p, d4, ros (R
n, [0])  AE$m, p, dphg (T
n
41d); A [ A(*),
such that if m  N0 , then this map is injective and if m # N0 , then this map
has kernel
I m+n4, p, d4, ros (R
n, [0]) & C(4; spanC[$k | 0km]); (58)
and if m< &n, then there exists a continuous linear map
I m+n4, p, d4, ros (R
n, [0])| z=0 /AFm, p, dphg (4
1d); A [ A(*)| z=0 .
Now, the symbol of an element A of I m+n4, p, d4, ros (R
n, [0]) is an asymptotic
sum of elements of C, p, d4, hom(m&k)(R
n) for each k # N0 . Thus, Proposition 2.2
applied to the asymptotic expansion of A, where we use Lemma 4.38,
Lemma 4.40, Lemma 4.42, and Lemma 4.44 on the remainder term, shows
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that A(*) # AE$m, p, dphg (T
n
41d), and if m< &n, then A(*)| z=0 # A
Fm, p, d
phg (4
1d).
Note that for each * # 4, supp A(*)[0] iff A(*)#0 in AE$m, p, dphg (T n41d).
Since the only distributions having support at 0 are linear combinations of
derivatives of the delta distribution at 0, A(*)#0 in AE$m, p, dphg (T
n
41d) iff (58)
holds. K
For each m # R, we define the index set Em, d on T n41d by
Em, d (edges of 4) :=N0 ; Em, d (bi)=<;
Em, d (df ) :=
n
2
+[(k&m&n+dl, 0) | k, l # N0] _ N0 ;
Em, d ( fi) :=
n
2
+[(k&m&n, 0) | k # N0];
and we define Fm, d :=[(k&m&n, 0) | k # N0] associated to  41d in 41d.
Lemma 4.47. Let m # R and d # R+. Then away from *=0, there exists
a continuous linear map
I m+n4, d4, os (R
n, [0], 012)  AEm, dphg (T
n
41d , 0
12
b ); A [ A(*) }d* 7 d*

*2 }
12
,
such that if m  N0 , then this map is injective and if m # N0 , then this map
has kernel
I m+n4, d4, os (R
n, [0], 012) & C (4; spanC[$k } |dz| 12 | 0km]).
Moreover, if m<&n, then there exists a continuous linear map
I m+n4, d4, os (R
n, [0], 012)| z=0 /AFm, dphg (4
1d); A [ A(*)|2b .
Proof. This lemma is proved similar to Lemma 4.46, except here, we
use Lemma 4.39, Lemma 4.41, Lemma 4.43, and Lemma 4.45. K
4.5. Proof of Theorems 4.35 and 4.36
Let m, p # R and d # R+ with pd # Z. Then, by the definition of the
space 9 m, p, db, 4, ros(X, 0
12
b ), we have 9
m, p, d
b, 4, ros(X, 0
12
b )S
pd
r (4; 9
&
b (X, 0
12
b ))
off of 2b , and in any product decomposition X 2b $Rn, k_Rnz , where 2b $
Rn, k_[0]z , we can identify
9 m, p, db, 4, ros(X, 0
12
b )#I
m, p, d
4, ros (R
n, k_Rn, Rn, k_[0], 012b ),
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such that if m # N0 ,
Diff m, p, db, 4, ros(X, 0
12
b )I
m, p, d
4, ros (R
n, k_Rn, Rn, k_[0], 012b )
consists of those elements with polynomial symbols (in !). Thus,
Theorem 4.35 follows from Lemma 4.46. Similarly, Theorem 4.36 follows
from Lemma 4.47.
5. APPLICATIONS
Recall that 4 always represents a proper sector of C.
Lemma 5.48. Let u(*) be a holomorphic function on 4"[0]. Suppose
that in polar coordinates, (r, %), u is of the form u(r, %)=rz(Nk=0 uk(%)
(log r)k), where z # C, N # N0 , and for each k, uk # C(S1 & 4). Then, we
can write u(*)=*z(Nk=0 ak(log *)
k), for some constants ak # C.
Proof.6 By replacing uk(%) with eiz%uk(%), we may assume that u(r, %)=
*z(Nk=0 uk(%)(log r)
k). Consider the change of variables, w=log *=\+i%,
where \=log r. Then observe that
v(w) :=*&zu(*)= :
N
k=0
uk(%) \k. (59)
Since w is a holomorphic change of variables, v(w) is holomorphic. Thus,
as w=\ on holomorphic functions, 
N+1
w v(w)=
N+1
\ v(w)=0 by (59).
Thus, v(w) is a polynomial in w=log * of order N. K
Proposition 5.49. Let E be any index set associated to  4 . Let
u # AE (4 ) and suppose that u is holomorphic on 4. Then, as |*|   in 4,
u(*)t :
(z, k) # E
*&z(log *)k u(z, k) , u(z, k) # C, (60)
Proof. Let F :=[z # C | (z, k) # E for some k]. Then by definition of
AE (4 ), if *=rei%,
u(*)t :
z # F
uz(r, %), (61)
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6 This proof was suggested by a referee.
where uz(r, %)=[k | (z, k) # E] r&z(log r)k u(z, k)(%), u(z, k)(%) # C(S1 & 4).
Since *  *= 12 rr+
i
2 % , *  * preserves the order of decay in r; hence, as
0#*  *ut :
z # F
*  *uz(r, %),
we must have *  * uz(r, %)#0 for each z. Thus, using Lemma 5.48 on
uz(r, %) together with the expression (61), gives the expansion (60). K
Theorem 5.50. Let m, p # R and d # R+ with pd # Z and m<&n. Then
for any holomorphic A(*) # 9 m, p, db, 4, ros(X, 0
12
b ), as |*|   in 4, we have
A(*)|2bt :

k=0
*(m+n&k)d:k(x)+ :
k, (k&m&n+ p)d # N0
*(m+n&k)d log * :$k(x)
+ :

k=0
*( pd )&k:"k(x), where :k , : $k , :"k # C(X, 0b).
Proof. We have A(*)|2b # A
Fm, p, d
phg (4
1d, C(X, 0b)) by (45) of Theorem
4.35, where Fm, p, d is the index set
Fm, p, d =[(k&m&n, 0) | k # N0] _ (&p+dN0)
_ [(k&m&n, 1) | k # N0 , k&m&n # & p+dN0].
Since A is holomorphic, Proposition 5.49 implies that
A(*)|2bt :

k=0
(*1d)m+n&k :k(x)
+ :
k # N0, k&m&n+ p # d N0
(*1d)m+n&k log *:$k(x)
+ :

k=0
(*1d) p&dk :"k(x), where :k , :$k , :"k # C(X, 0b). K
Similarly, Theorem 4.36 and Proposition 5.49 give the following theorem.
Theorem 5.51. Let m # R and d # R+ with m< &n. Then for any
holomorphic A(*) # 9 m, db, 4, os(X, 0
12
b ), as |*|   in 4, we have
A(*)|2b t :

k=0
*(m+n&k)d:k(x), where :k # C (X, 0b).
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For each m, m$ # R and N # N, define the index set Em, m$, N , associated to
the boundary faces bi, fi, and df of X 2b, 41m , by
Em, m$, N(bi)=mN+mN0 ;
Em, m$, N(df ) :=
n
2
+[(k&m$&n+m(N+l ), 0) | k, l # N0] _ N0 ;
Em, m$, N( fi) :=
n
2
+[(k&m$&n+mN, 0) | k # N0] _ (mN+N0+mN0) .
Theorem 5.52. Let A # 9 mb, os(X, 0
12
b ), m # R
+ be elliptic with respect to
4, and let N # N. Then, for any B # 9 m$b, os(X, 0
12
b ) and * sufficiently large,
B(A&*)&N } d* 7 d*

*2 }
12
# AEm, m$ , N(X 2b, 41m , 0
12
b ); (62)
and, if Nm&m$>n, then as |*|   in 4, we have
B(A&*)&N| 2bt :

k=0
*(n+m$&k)m&N:k(x)
+ :
k, (k&m$&n)m # N0
*(n+m$&k)m&N log * :$k(x)
+ :

k=0
*&k&N:"k(x), where :k , :$k , :"k # C(X, 0b).
(63)
Proof. By Theorem 3.33, there exists a function r : R+  R+ such that
for each a>0 and N # N, (A&*)&N # 9 &Nm, &Nm, m; ab, 4, ros (X, 0
12
b ) for |*|
r(a). Thus, B(A&*)&N # 9 m$&Nm, &Nm, m; ab, 4, ros (X, 0
12
b ) for all a>0 and
|*|r(a). Thus, Theorem 4.35 implies (62). As a  , B(A&*)&N
becomes more and more an element of 9 m$&Nm, &Nm, mb, 4, ros (X, 0
12
b ). Thus, the
expansion (63) follows from Theorem 5.50. K
For each m, m$ # N0 and N # N, define the index set Fm, m$, N , associated
to the boundary faces bi, fi, and df of X 2b, 41m , by
Fm, m$, N(bi)=<;
Fm, m$, N(df ) :=
n
2
+[(k&m$&n+m(N+l ), 0) | k, l # N0] _ N0 ;
Fm, m$, N( fi) :=
n
2
+[(k&m$+mN, 0) | k # N0].
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Theorem 5.53. Let A # Diff mb (X, 0
12
b ), m # N be elliptic with respect to
4, and let N # N. Then, for any B # Diff m$b (X, 0
12
b ) and * sufficiently large,
B(A&*)&N } d* 7 d*

*2 }
12
# AFm, m$, Nphg (X
2
b, 41m , 0
12
b ). (64)
Moreover, if Nm&m$>n, then as |*|   in 4, we have
B(A&*)&N|2b t :

k=0
*(n+m$&k)m&N:k(x), where :k # C (X, 0b). (65)
Proof. By Theorem 3.33, there exists a function r : R+  R+ such that
for each a>0 and N # N, (A&*)&N # 9 &Nm, m; ab, 4, os (X, 0
12
b ) for |*|r(a).
Thus, (64) follows from Theorem 4.36. Observe that as a  , B(A&*)&N
becomes more and more an element of 9 m$&Nm, mb, 4, os (X, 0
12
b ). Hence, the
expansion (65) follows from Theorem 5.51. K
Henceforth, we will assume that 4 is of the form
4=[* # C | =arg(*)2?&=], 0<=<?2. (66)
Let 4 be such a sector and let A # 9 mb, os(X, 0
12
b ), m # R
+ be elliptic with
respect to 4. Then by Theorem 3.33 and (1) of Lemma 3.25, there exists a
continuous increasing function r : R+  R+ such that for each a>0 and
N # N,
(A&*)&N # 9 &Nm, &Nm, m; ab, 4, ros (X, 0
12
b )9
&Nm, 0, m; a
b, 4, ros (X, 0
12
b )
for |*|r(a). Hence, by (3) of Lemma 3.25, for |*|r(a),
(A&*)&NS 0(4; 9 &Nm, ab (X, 0
12
b )). (67)
The heat operator of A, e&tA, is defined by the Cauchy integral
e&tA :=
i
2? |1 e
&t*(A&*)&1 d*, (68)
where 1, shown in Fig. 4 is such that |*|r(1) for all * # 1. By (67), this
integral converges absolutely in 9 &m, ab (X, 0
12
b ) for all a>1. By integration
by parts N&1 times, we can rewrite (68) as
e&tA=
i
2?
(&t)&N+1
(N&1)! |1 e
&t*(A&*)&N d*; (69)
and hence, by (67), e&tA # 9 &Nm, ab (X, 0
12
b ) for all a>1. Thus, in fact,
e&tA # C ((0, )t ; 9 &b (X, 0
12
b )). Hence, if B is any b-pseudodifferential
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FIG. 4. The contour 1.
operator, then Be&tA # C ((0, )t ; 9 &b (X, 0
12
b )) as well; in particular,
the kernel of Be&tA restricted to 2b is defined. The proof of the following
corollary follows from the results of [4, Section 4.6] applied to B times the
Laplace transform (69), together with the asymptotic expansions (63) and
(65).
Corollary 5.54. Let 4C be the form (66). If A # 9 mb, os (X, 0
12
b ),
m # R+ is elliptic with respect to 4, then given B # 9 m$b, os ((X, 0
12
b ), m $ # R,
as t a 0,
Be&tA | 2bt :
k # N0
t(k&m $&n)m #k (x)+ :
k, (k&m $&n)m # N0
t (k&m $&n)m log t # $k (x)
+ :
k # N0
tk#"k (x), where #k , # $k , #"k # C  (X, 0b); (70)
and if A # Diff mb (X, 0
12
b ), m # N, then given a b-differential operator B #
Diff m $b (X, 0
12
b ), m$ # N0 , as t a 0,
Be&tA | 2bt :

k=0
t(k&m $&n)m #k (x), where #k # C (X, 0b) (71)
Let 4 be of the form (66) and let A # 9 mb, os (X, 0
12
b ), m # R
+ be elliptic
with respect to 4. Assume that (A&*)&1 is defined on all of 4 and on a
neighborhood of the origin in C. Then, if 1 is a contour similar to the one
shown in Fig. 4, but completely in the right-half plane, in [9] it is shown
that the complex power, Az, defined by the Cauchy integral
Az :=
i
2? |1 *
z (A&*)&1 d*, for Re z<0, (72)
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exists as an entire family of b-pseudodifferential operators, where for some
fixed $>0, for each z, Az # 9 mRe z, $b (X, 0
12
b ). Note that by integration by
parts, for any N2, we can rewrite (72) as
Az=
i
2?
(&1)N&1 z(z+1) } } } (z+N&2)
(N&1)! |1 *
z+N&1(A&*)&N d*. (73)
Observe that if B # 9 m$b, os(X, 0
12
b ), m$ # R, then for each z # C, BA
z #
9 m Re z+m$, $b (X, 0
12
b ); in particular, for Re z sufficiently negative, the kernel
of BAz restricted to 2b is defined. The proof of the following corollary
follows from the results of [4, Section 4.3] applied to B times the Mellin
transform (73), together with the asymptotic expansions (63) and (65).
Corollary 5.55. Let 4C be of the form (66) and let A # 9 mb, os
(X, 012b ), m # R
+ be elliptic with respect to 4. Assume that (A&*)&1 is
defined on all of 4 and on a neighborhood of the origin in C. Then given any
B # 9 m$b, os(X, 0
12
b ), m$ # R, the Schwartz kernel of BA
z, when restricted to
2b , is a meromorphic function on all of C, with values in S 0, $(X, 0b) for
some $>0, having only simple poles at the points
{zk=k&m$&nm : k # N0= .
APPENDIX
In this appendix, we will prove Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2. We will
also show that the definition of asymptotic expansion is coordinate inde-
pendent. Throughout this appendix, let E be a fixed C index set. We first
start with the proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof we give is due to Melrose.
By definition, for each (z, k) # E, there exists a u(z, k) # S:Y (Y) such that
for each N # N, there exists an M # N with
u(x, y)& :
(z, k) # E, Re zM
xz(log x)k u(z, k)( y) # x NS (0, :Y)([0, 1)_Y). (A.1)
Since (xx&z)k+1 xz(log x)k#0, by applying PEN to (A.1), it follows that
the condition (5) is necessary. The following four lemmas prove the suf-
ficiency. For the rest of this appendix, we will denote
X=[0, 1)_Y.
Lemma A.56. Let u # S:(X) and suppose that for some N # N, PENu#0.
Then, u=(z, k) # E, Re zN xz(log x)k u(z, k) , for some u(z, k) # S :Y (Y).
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Proof. It suffices to show that u=(z, k) # E, Re zN ezttku(z, k) , where u(z, k) #
S:Y (Y) and t=log x. We can write PEN=(t&z1)
k1+1 } } } (t&zl)kl+1, where
Re z1<Re z2< } } } <Re zlN and where ki # N0 for each i. For m=1, ..., l,
define um :=(t&zm)km+1 } } } (t&zl)kl+1 u and define ul+1 :=u. We will prove
the following statement by induction on 1ml+1: For each m=1, ..., l+1,
um= :
m&1
i=1
:
ki
j=0
ezi tt jumij , where u
m
ij # S
:Y (Y). (A.2)
Then setting m=l+1 proves our lemma.
Since u1=PEN u#0, (A.2) holds for m=1. Thus, assume that (A.2) holds
for some 2ml; we’ll show that it holds for m+1. By definition of
um+1 , we have
(t&zm)km+1 um+1=um . (A.3)
Now observe that as operators, e&zmt b (t&zm)=t b e&zmt. Hence, multi-
plying both sides of (A.3) on the left by e&zmt yields
km+1t (e
&zmtum+1)=e&zmtum= :
m&1
i=1
:
ki&1
j=0
e(zi&zm) tt jumij .
By integrating both sides of this equation from 0 to t, km+1 times, we get
an equation of the form
e&zmtum+1= :
km
j=0
t ju j+ :
m&1
i=1
:
ki&1
j=0
e(zi&zm) tt jum+1ij ,
where uj , um+1ij # S
:Y (Y). Multiplying both sides of this equation by ezm t
finishes our induction step. K
Lemma A.57. Let u # xaS (0, ;)(X). Then,
1. if a<0, v(x, y) :=x1 u(s, y)
ds
s # x
aS (0, ;)(X);
2. if a>0, v(x, y) :=x0 u(s, y)
ds
s # x
aS (0, ;)(X).
Proof. Let \ be a total boundary defining function for Y and write
u=xa\&;w, where w # S 0(X). We will prove (1). Observe that since
w # S0(X) and a<0, if C=sup |w|, then
|x&a\;v|= } x&a |
x
1
sa&1w(s, y) ds }C }x&a |
x
1
sa&1 ds }
=C |1&x&a|
C.
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Thus, v # xa\&;L(X). Since x xv(x, y)=u(x, y), xxv # xaS (0, ;)(X), and
so v # xaS (0, ;)(X). To prove (2) is similar. K
Lemma A.58. Let a # R with a<E and suppose that for some N # N0 ,
u # S ;(X) satisfies PENu # x
aS (0, ;Y)(X). Then u # xaS (0, ;Y)(X).
Proof. Step 1. We prove the following statement: If z # C with
Re z>a and u # S;(X) satisfies
(x x&z)k+1 u=v # xaS (0, ;Y)(X) (A.4)
for some k # N0 , then u # xaS (0, ;Y)(X).
To see this, observe that as operators, x&z b (xx&z)=xx b x&z. Hence,
multiplying both sides of (A.4) on the left by x&z yields
(xx)k+1 (x&zu)=x&zv. (A.5)
Observe that x&zv # xa$S (0, ;Y)(X), where a$=a&Re z<0. Hence, integrat-
ing both sides of (A.5) from 1 to x with respect to the measure dxx , k+1
times, using (1) of Lemma A.57 at each step, yields x&zu # xa$S (0, ;Y)(X).
Hence, u # xzxa$S (0, ;Y)(X)=xaS (0, ;Y)(X), and Step 1 is proved.
Step 2. Finish the proof. We can write PEN=(xx&z1)
k1+1 } } }
(xx&zl)kl+1 , where a<Re z1<Re z2< } } } <Re zlN and where ki # N0
for each i. We are given (xx&z1)k1+1 } } } (xx&zl)kl+1 u # xaS (0, ;Y)(X).
For m=1, ..., l, define um :=(xx&zm)km+1 } } } (xx&zl)kl+1 u, and define
ul+1 :=u. We will prove that um # xaS (0, ;Y)(X) by induction on m. The case
m=1 is true by assumption. Thus, assume that um # xaS (0, ;Y)(X) for some
2ml; we’ll show that um+1 # xaS (0, ;Y)(X). Observe that (xx&zm)km+1
um+1=um # xaS (0, ;Y)(X). Hence by Step 1, um+1 # xaS (0, ;Y)(X). Thus, our
induction step is proved and so in particular u=ul+1 # xaS (0, ;Y)(X). K
Lemma A.59. Let v # xaS (0, ;)(X) and let N # N with N<a. Then there
exists a u # xaS (0, ;)(X) such that PEN u=v.
Proof. We first prove the following statement: If z # C with Re z<a,
then given any k # N0 , there exists a u # xaS (0, ;)(X) such that
(xx&z)k+1 u=v. (A.6)
To see this, let us assume that u exists and work formally to try to find a
formula for it. First, we multiply both sides of (A.6) on the left by x&z to
get
(xx)k+1 (x&z u)=x&z v. (A.7)
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Observe that x&zv # xa $S (0, ;) (X ), where a $=a&Re z>0. Second, we
integrate both sides of (A.7) form 0 to x with respect to the measure dxx ,
k+1 times, to get x&zu=w, where
w=|
x
0
|
x1
0
} } } |
xk
0
x&zk+1 v(xk+1 , y)
dxk+1
xk+1
} } }
dx1
x1
. (A.8)
Since a $>0, Part (2) of Lemma A.57 implies that each iterated integral in
(A.8) is an element of xa $S(0, ;) (x). In particular, w # xa $S (0, ;) (X ). Now we
can just simply define u :=xzw # xaS (0, ;)(X ), then one can check that (A.6)
holds.
To finish up the proof of this lemma, one can use a similar induction
sheme as was used in Step 2 of Lemma A.58. K
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let u # S :(X ) and suppose that for each N # N,
there exists an M # N with PEM u # x
NS (0, :Y )(X ). We will show that
u # AE(X ).
Let N # N and choose a # R with a>N such that there does not exist any
(z, k) # E with N<Re za. Now by assumption, there exists an M # N
with M>N such that PEM u # x
aS(0, :Y )(X ). Let F be the index set F=
[(z, k) # E | a<Re zM]. Then, PEM u=P
F
M (P
E
Nu) # x
aS(0, :Y)(X ). Since
F&a<0, Lemma A.58 implies that PEN u # x
a S(0,:Y)(X ). Then, since
N&a<0, Lemma A.59 implies that there exists a v # xaS (0, :Y)(X ) such that
PENv=P
E
N u. It follows that P
E
N (u&v)#0. Hence, by Lemma A.56,
u= :
(z, k) # E, Re zN
xz(log x)k u(z, k)+v,
where u(z, k) # S:Y (Y). Our theorem is proved. K
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Fix N # N. Then we claim that there exists
u(z, k) # S;Y (Y ) such that
u& :
(z, k) # E, Re zN
xz(log x)k u(z, k) # xNS (0, ;Y)(X). (A.9)
Since N is arbitrary, this will prove that u has an asymptotic expansion at
Y with index set E. To prove (A.9), let N0>N. Then by (6), we can choose
an M # N such that M>N, and such that
u& :
(z, k) # E, Re zM
xz(log x)k u(z, k, N0) # x
N0S (0, ;Y)N0 (X),
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where u(z, k, N0) # S
;Y
N0
(Y). Splitting the sum in (A.10) into a sum with
Re zN and another sum with N<Re zM, we find that
u& :
(z, k) # E, Re zN
xz(log x)k u(z, k, N0) # x
NS (0, ;Y)N0 (X).
Since N0 was arbitrary, (A.9) follows. K
We end this appendix by proving the coordinate independence of
asymptotic expansions.
Proposition A.60. Let F : X  X be a diffeomorphism preserving Y and
let u # AE (X). Then F*u # AE (X).
Proof. Let G : X  X be the map (x, y) [ (x, F |Y ( y)). Then G is a dif-
feomorphism of X. Now we can write F=H b G, where H :=F b G&1.
Hence, F*u=G*(H*u). We first show that H*u # AE (X). Indeed, for each
x # [0, 1), define Hx : Y  Y by Hx( y) :=?H(x, y) for all y # Y, where
? : X  Y is the projection onto Y. Then, since H|Y=IdY , for x near 0, Hx
is a 1-parameter family of diffeomorphisms of Y with H0=IdY . Thus, for
x near 0, there exists a 1-parameter family of smooth vector fields x [ vx
such that
x Hx( y)=vx(Hx( y)) for all y # Y. (A.11)
Observe that (A.11) implies that
vx,=x(H*x,) for all , # C(Y). (A.12)
We claim that vx is a 1-parameter family of b-vector fields. Indeed, if \ is
a boundary defining function for some boundary hypersurface of Y, then as
H|Y=IdY and Hx is a 1-parameter family of diffeomorphisms, for x near
0, we must have H*x\=\b(x, y) for some b(x, y)>0. Hence, vx\=
x(H*x\)=\xb. Thus, vx # Vb(Y).
Let N # N and assume that u # S:(X). Then we can write
u(x, y)= :
(z, k) # E, Re zN
xz(log x)k u(z, k)+uN(x, y),
for some u(z, k) # S:Y (Y) and uN(x, y) # xaNS (0, :Y)(X), where aN can be
made as large as we wish by choosing N larger. Now, since H*x is a multi-
ple of x by a smooth positive function, it follows that
H*u= :
(z, k) # E, Re zN \ :
k
l=0
xz(log x) l a (l )(z, k)(x, y)+ H*xu(z, k)+H*uN , (A.13)
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for some a (l )(z, k)(x, y) # C
(X). Observe that (A.12) implies that for each
j # N0 ,  jx(H*xu(z, k))=H*x(v
j
xu(z, k)). Hence, as H0=IdY , Taylor’s Theorem
implies that for x near 0, for any M # N,
H*xu(z, k)= :
M&1
j=0
x j (v j0 u(z, k))+x
MuM(z, k)(x, y), (A.14)
where uM(z, k)(x, y)=
1
(M&1)! 
1
0 (1&s)
M&1 H*xs (vMxs u(z, k)) ds. Note that since
vx is a 1-parameter family of b-vector fields for x near 0, v j0 u(z, k) # S
:Y (Y)
for each j, and uM(z, k) # S
(0, :Y)(X) near x=0. Also, taking the Taylor series
of a (l )(z, k)(x, y) at x=0 yields
a (l )(z, k)(x, y)= :
M&1
j=0
x ja (l )(z, k, j)( y)+x
Ma (l )(z, k, M)(x, y), (A.15)
where a (l )(z, k, j)( y) and a
(l )
(z, k, M)(x, y) are smooth. Thus, plugging (A.14) and
(A.15) into (A.13) and choosing M sufficiently large, it follows that we can
write
H*u= :
(z, k) # E, Re zN
xz(log x)k u~ (z, k)+u~ N ,
where u~ (z, k) # S :Y (Y) and u~ N # xaNS (0, :Y)(X). Thus, as F*u=G*H*u and
G(x, y)=(x, F |Y ( y)), we have
F*u=G*H*u= :
(z, k) # E, Re zN
xz(log x) l F |*Y u~ (z, k)+G*u~ N . (A.16)
Hence, F*u # AE (X). K
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